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1

Executive summary

1.1 Background
This Detailed Condition Assessment was commissioned by Friends of Ninney Rise (FoNR) to
identify and prioritise conservation actions for the fabric of the main residence at Ninney Rise,
Bingil Bay. The residence was built by John and Alison Büsst, commencing in 1959. Although
the house was repaired, modified and extended by the subsequent owner, Mrs Kate Tode
(starting in 1979), the layout of internal spaces remained much the same as originally built and
many original elements and details of high heritage significance remain, in varying condition.
The property of Ninney Rise, including the house and grounds and nearby memorial, is entered in
the Queensland Heritage Register and is identified in the Local Heritage Places Report 2013 and
heritage overlays of the Cassowary Coast Regional Council.
This Detailed Condition Assessment focusses on the main residence and condition of fabric and
issues identified on site in August 2017 and by Michael Gunn Architects and Catherine Brouwer
Landscape Architects in their 2016 The Ninney Rise and John Büsst Memorial, Bingil Bay, North
Qld Conservation Management Plan (CMP). This report is to be read in conjunction with the
CMP.

1.2 Key recommendations
Parts of the building require immediate attention to mitigate further deterioration of significant
elements and the structure as a whole. A range of less urgent works will also assist and improve
the aesthetic value of the building and interpretation of original fabric. These recommendations
respond to conservation policies in the Ninney Rise & John Büsst Memorial Conservation
Management Plan (Gunn and Brouwer, 2016). It is important with all repair and maintenance
works that they follow the guidelines of Australia ICOMOS The Burra Charter, 2013 (the ‘Burra
Charter’).
Details of the recommendations below are explained in greater detail in the Maintenance Plan in
the body of this report.

High priority works:
In suggested order of urgency:
•

Concrete to verandahs, beams and stairs – concrete repairs based on engineer’s
recommendations, heritage conservation guides and advice from a Conservation
Architect. Engage a specialist concrete repair contractor and engineer experienced in
concrete repairs (refer 4.4 Specialist Engineering). Note: removal of tiles to verandah
floors and stairs may be urgent (rather than purely aesthetic as suggested below) if
shown to retain moisture, accelerating concrete deterioration.

•

Roof/gutter– Immediate clearing and cleaning of all gutters, checking integrity of all
guttering and downpipe joins. Check gutter guards. Investigate capacity of rainwater
goods. Consider redesign of the box gutter to improve capacity and ongoing maintenance
and reduce risk of damage to interiors.

•

Roof framing - closer inspection of roof framing to meet current codes (see comments in
structural engineer’s report in Appendices), particularly for cyclonic conditions.

•

Resolve moisture sources – perimeter site drainage; plumbing and stormwater; rising
damp; ingress at windows and doors; bathroom ceiling.

•

Vegetation management – grading ground around perimeter of house to drain away from
the building and removal of vegetation which may compromise the building (with roots,
dead limbs or overhanging branches).
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•

Electrical investigation – review obsolete, non-original electrical fixings and address
issues as identified in the condition summaries in Tables 4 and 5; inspect all lights and
test all power outlets.

•

Treat corrosion particularly to verandah columns and seized hardware.

•

Linings – stabilise loose ceiling and architrave/skirting bamboo (or record and store for
later reinstatement as part of more major works).

•

Review security – eg window/door locks etc – for suitability and ensure all current
hardware functions effectively

•

Pest inspection and treatment –possums and vermin (particularly in roof cavity), termite
activity, borers (?) to cabinetry. Treat tapa cloth.

Medium and low priority aesthetic works:
Refer sections 3 and 4 for further details.
Works that may not be so urgent but would enhance the appearance of the building include:
•

Bamboo detailing – clean; repair/replace missing or damaged with appropriately treated
new bamboo; varnish in accordance with specialist advice.

•

Re-roofing and new guttering in more appropriate colours and forms.

•

Reinstating the Studio skylight which not only has high significance to the original
purpose of the room but is also a detail which featured in Büsst’s first house studio on
Bedarra Island.

•

Verandah tiles – removal and repair of veranda floor to original appearance (may be
urgent if harbouring moisture and accelerating concrete deterioration).

•

Remove remnant gable to East verandah from demolished Tode era partition.

•

Repainting in accordance with future colour study (Appendix 7.3 gives some indication of
the history of colour schemes).

•

Restoration/repair of window and door hardware.

•

Light fixings – remove obsolete and obtrusive light fittings. Reinstate lights based on
interpretation of photographic and site evidence. Early photos give guidance for lighting
to the verandahs, Living room and Hall.

•

Relocate taps attached to original brickwork/concrete (courtyard and verandah).

•

Security screening – review for less obtrusive solution.

Prior to any repair and painting of walls, records should be made of locations of former wall lights
and line of top of original Büsst shelving in the Living Room.
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Routine maintenance:
Outlined in the Maintenance Plan in Section 4, routine maintenance checks include:
•

Clearing gutters

•

Pest inspections

•

Treating of corroding metal components

•

Maintaining locks

•

Garden maintenance close the building perimeter

Further heritage advice
Before commencing major repair works, the following should be arranged:
•

Engage Conservation Architect experienced in colour studies to prepare Colour Scheme
for property. Apply for Exemption certificate prior to repainting.

•

Engage a Conservation Architect to compile a Scope of Works to address maintenance
and repair works suitable for tendering works.

•

Engage a Conservation Architect to recommend a list of recommended contractors
suitably experienced with heritage work – experienced concrete repair specialists,
plumbers, electricians, masoners, renderers, painters, carpenters and bamboo
specialists.

•

Engage an Engineer skilled in appropriate framing upgrades and detailing of concrete
repairs in heritage buildings.

Conservation Management Plan
In light of findings from this condition report and extensive new documentary photo evidence, it is
recommended that the CMP be updated. This would provide a richer understanding of place,
more refined policies about the house and gardens and reinforce recommended actions of this
report.

Queensland Heritage Register
The description of the building in the heritage register should include new findings in this report
and corrections to the structural description. Refer Appendix 7.7 for recommended amendments.
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2

Introduction

2.1 Background
Ninney Rise is a state heritage-listed residence, built in 1959-1961 by John and Alison Büsst. It is
sited on the Cassowary Coast at Bingil Bay, North Queensland. While the primary significance of
the house is the physical evidence it provides of pivotal campaigns to save the tropical rainforest
and Great Barrier Reef, its construction methods are also distinctive and have proven to be
enduring in its cyclonic setting.
Built in cavity brick-on-edge, tied with concrete ring beams and topped with a timber-framed,
steel-clad roof, it is lined with distinctive bamboo ceilings. The building has been repaired,
modified and updated since the Büssts sold the house in 1979 to Mrs Kate Tode and was later
gifted to Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service (QPWS) in 1995. The overall form remains
intact, with the exception of the added upper level Bedroom/Living Room and Studio Bathroom.
The most recent repair works, following Cyclone Larry, were carried out in late 2007 and included
a new roof, guttering and repairs to bamboo linings and ceilings. The house was painted the
current colour scheme the same year. In 2017, new ceiling fans were added to replace existing
ones.
This report was commissioned by Friends of Ninney Rise (FoNR) to provide an assessment of
current building condition issues. It is to be read in conjunction with The Ninney Rise and John
Büsst Memorial, Bingil Bay, North Qld Conservation Management Plan (CMP) prepared by
Michael Gunn Architects and Catherine Brouwer Landscape Architects in 2016. This report was
commissioned to identify and prioritise conservation actions to guide FoNR and QPWS in seeking
funding to implement.

Figure 1: Ninney Rise viewed from West. Note the upper level extension Ieft) and the bathroom extension
(centre) behind the small tree.

Site inspections were undertaken on the 15th, 16th and 17th of August 2017 by architect Emma
Scragg and structural engineers, ICE International. Building fabric was assessed from ground
level and the upper floor residence. Subfloor inspections were restricted to verandah edges and
line of external walls of the house through access openings. The roof cavity was inspected from
the main access hatch.

2.2 The Subject Site
The subject site of Ninney Rise is located at 405 Alexander Drive and Esplanade, Bingil Bay,
Queensland on Lot 539 NR 6887; Lot 1 ROAD0; Lot A RP730263 . While the Ninney Rise site
includes extensive gardens and later-built shed, only the main residence is the subject of this
report.
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The site is heritage-listed on the Queensland Heritage Register (#602499) along with the nearby
John Büsst Memorial. The site is also identified by the Cassowary Coast Regional Council in the
Local Heritage Places Report (2013) as “Place 2 – Ninney Rise and John Büsst Memorial” and
appears in the Heritage Overlay OM-MO10.
Ninney Rise is owned by the Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service and is leased by Friends of
Ninney Rise until June 2019.

Figure 2: Location of Ninney Rise residence in Bingil Bay (Aerial map source: Google Maps)

2.3 Scope
The scope of works for this report includes:
•

Detailed inspection and assessment of the condition of the main residence at Ninney
Rise. Grounds and other structures were not included in the scope.

•

Maintenance plan to manage condition of the building.

•

Recommendations for further assessment.

2.4 Statement of Significance
The Statement of Significance for Ninney Rise, as outlined in the CMP is as follows:
The place is primarily significant for the associations and evidence it provides of the life and work
of John and Alison Büsst; the birth of Queensland tropical rainforest and Great Barrier Reef
protection campaigns and the formative and pivotal years of environmental activism that followed.
The place has some significance for associations and evidence it provides of the life of naturalist
and philanthropist Kate Tode. Also for the rare evidence it provides of a substantially intact
coastal tropical country house and garden established in the mid-late 20th C.
The reciprocal relationship between the WHA 1 setting and lives and activities of former owners is
strong and underpins significance, adding rich layering.

1

WHA – World Heritage Area
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The place has potential to yield more information and greater understanding of early Rainforest
and Reef campaigns. The construction of the house itself has potential to reveal further technical
information and greater understanding of mid-20th C cyclone resistant construction using limited
materials to hand.

Table 1 - External views of Ninney Rise

South – with Tode era pool in foreground

North – Tode upper level addition

West overall – Tode upper level and bathroom addition visible

East overall – Tode addition at north end
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Courtyard view south to Tode bathroom
addition

Courtyard view to north
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2.6 Abbreviations
CCRC
CMP
EHP
FoNR
MGA
NPSR
QPWS
VEC
WHA
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3

Condition
The condition of the internal and external building fabric of the house at Ninney Rise was
assessed in August 2017 by Emma Scragg Architect, and engineer ICE International. The
building's elements were assessed for heritage significance, along with condition and
recommended actions for repairs and maintenance and are summarised in Appendix 7.1. Repair
and maintenance works are prioritised based on cultural significance and structural condition.
Observations and recommendations are to be read in conjunction with policies of the Ninney Rise
and John Büsst Memorial Conservation Management Plan August 2016 (CMP) and the structural
engineer’s report provided by ICE International, included in Appendix 7.4. Photographic
references are provided on the accompanying DVD and further details can be found in the
Appendices Drawings (7.8) and Condition Site Notes – Interior (7.2).

Recommendations for repair works were prepared in accordance with the Australia ICOMOS The
Burra Charter, 2013 (the ‘Burra Charter’), the nationally accepted standard for working with
places of cultural significance and Queensland Department of Environment & Heritage Protection
guidelines.

3.1 Key condition issues
Conditions of individual elements of the interior and exterior are detailed in Appendix 7.1 with the
significance of the elements identified and the urgency of their repairs. Below in Table 2, is a
summary of the typical issues with the building fabric in order of structure, rather than urgency.

Table 2 – Summary of main condition issues:
Gutters

Box gutter, valley gutters and gutters generally have leaf litter
building up.
Some gutter/leaf guards but not extensive.
Some impact damage and surface corrosion.

Box gutter over Breezeway

Downpipes

Some gutter-downpipe connections are leaking causing
moisture issues to slab and brickwork below.
Some downpipes don’t connect to stormwater pipes.
Ground below some downpipes is damp causing spalling to
brickwork and moisture to concrete.

Disconnected stormwater East Verandah
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Roof space

Vermin entry
Assumed inadequate tie-downs for roof structure
Degraded sisalation and insulation

Looking north over Bedroom 1

Blocked surface drain

Spoon drain to north of garage is compromised by introduced
concrete piers and built up of leaf litter and silt.
Grille across front of garage door is filled with silt and vegetation

NE corner of Garage

Peeling and loose bamboo (inside
and out) to ceilings, eaves,
architraves and skirtings

Bamboo is variously weathered. Some areas have extensive
peeling of lacquer and have come loose due to rusted nail
fixings or more recent works (adding of cabling etc). Some
bamboo is missing.
Replaced (?) bamboo is chalky.

East verandah – peeling, missing and split
bamboo.

Timber eave linings

Project No. 1703
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Awnings

Non-original Tode era. Some corrosion to fixings and pitting to
frames. Some awnings damaged.

Bathroom 2

Concrete

Concrete slab to verandahs and beam to studio cracking and
spalling due to corroding steel reinforcing.

South verandah

Tiles to concrete slabs and stairs

Some missing, some cracked.
Tiles possibly harbouring moisture.
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Brickwork

Some brickwork and mortar spalling.
Brickwork integrity damaged by waste pipe under Bathroom 1

West courtyard

Paintwork

Worn and weathered to windows and door, verandah beams.
Peeling to upper level extension.
Blistering due to moisture in areas of brickwork (internally –
Bathroom 1 and Breezeway)
Flaking behind cabinets

Dressing window

Door and window hardware

Corroded/pitted hardware generally – hinges, stays, sliding
tracks, levers, locks, handles, catches.
Some missing hardware to windows and doors.
Broken hardware.
Missing weather strip to door.

Studio and Dressing (bottom)
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Doors

One door fallen off frame.
Screen door needs bracing and repairs.

Bathroom 1

Security/insect screens

Some seized, others dirty and/or damaged.

Bathroom 2

Internal timber work

Moisture damage to VJ ceiling to Bathroom 1 and architraves to
Laundry and upper level windows

Laundry

Electrical

Obsolete/intrusive items.
Corroded light fittings. Some lamps not working or missing.
Loose cabling externally.

East verandah, north end – rusted fluoro
fitting without lamps
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Cabinets

Plywood back of storage cupboards water damaged.
Rusted steel cabinets, drawer runners, catches and nail heads.
Broken cabinet handles
Door fallen off and drawers seizing

Bathroom 1
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4

Actions and Maintenance
It is important with all repair and maintenance works that they follow the guidelines of Australia
ICOMOS The Burra Charter, 2013 (the ‘Burra Charter’) and the policies in the CMP. When
approaching repairs and maintenance, those involved should:
•

Understand the place – refer to the CMP to understand the significance of the building,
its setting and individual elements of the Ninney Rise residence.

•

Significance-guided decisions – the CMP and Tables 3 and 4 (Appendix 7.1) of this
report outline significance of building fabric and consequently influence the urgency and
approach to these works.

•

Do work in a logical order – prioritising critical structural repairs over aesthetic ones.

•

Keep records – of all works carried out, any fabric changes, conditions noted and
tradespeople carrying out work. The records should be protected and made publicly
available, subject to security and privacy, to all involved parties.

Prior to any repair and painting of walls, further records should be made of locations of former
wall lights (Bedroom 1, Bedroom 2 and Studio) and paint lines indicating earlier built-in shelving,
particularly to the Living Room and Bedroom 1.
Generally, for new fixings and components, use high quality marine grade stainless steel.
Consider copper or bronze screw fixings for bamboo in preference to stainless steel.

4.1 Urgent repairs plan
Generally, structural repairs should be prioritised over cosmetic work. Existing structural
limitations and physical threats such as cyclone exposure, highly corrosive sea air etc. need to be
thoroughly understood.
Works identified as urgent or high (H) priority in the Tables 3 and 4 in Appendix 7.1 should be
completed by the end of 2019 but ideally sooner. These include:
•

Damaged concrete to verandah slabs, landings, ring beams and stairs – repair and
stabilise concrete as recommended by engineer (refer Appendix for details) and with
further investigation into concrete cancer to understand the extend of the threat. Refer to
The Investigation and Repair of Historic Concrete (2003, Susan McDonald, NSW
Heritage Office) and engage appropriately experienced concrete repair contractor in
conjunction with Engineer experienced in concrete repairs, with a Conservation Architect
to review the proposal. At this time, the impact of the tiles on the top surface of the
concrete verandahs and stairs should be assessed as they may be retaining moisture
and accelerating deterioration. If so, remove tiles and repair slab surface.

•

Rainwater goods - clear all gutters, including box gutter and checking for corrosion. Also
check gutter guards to ensure they are serving their purpose. Treat corroded areas.
Connect downpipes to stormwater drainage away from house. Repair leaking
connections in gutters and downpipes.

•

Moisture damage – resolve sources of damage to Bathroom 1 ceiling, window architraves
and sills. Also address spalling brickwork externally and to Bath 1 shower partition and
Breezeway walls. Identify sources of moisture and grade ground levels to drain away
from building. Apply rendered capping to top of courtyard wall. Clear spoon drain to north
of carport. Remove tap from wall in courtyard. Repair damaged fabric generally.

•

Bamboo elements (verandah soffit linings, ceilings, door trims and skirtings) – treat rusted
fixings and refix loose pieces. Refer to Appendix and bamboo specialist for details on
preparation of bamboo before installation.

•

Treat corroded metal work – exposed reinforcing steel to concrete (see above), steel
columns and fixings, seized door and window hardware (particularly hinges, sliding door
tracks and friction stays, locks to sliding security screens). Repair as necessary.
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•

Repair doors: reinstate weather strip to Studio door; brace Studio screen door; rehang
Bathroom 1 door.

•

Vermin and pests - Identify source of sawdust in Breezeway storage cupboard and take
action. Address recent termite infestation (found during the writing of this report). Remove
vermin/possums from roof cavity and provide exclusion at points of entry.

•

Repair and treat tapa cloth to Studio skylight (see lower priority works below for
reinstatement of skylight).

•

Electrical - Repair faulty light fittings. Assess and upgrade electrical wiring and fittings for
safety and working order.

•

Repair (check for decay) and repaint timberwork (fascias, courtyard gate, doors and
windows).

•

Vegetation management – grade ground around perimeter of house and removal of
vegetation which may compromise the building (with roots, dead limbs or overhanging
branches).

4.2 Medium urgency repairs and suggested works
Medium urgency repair works include:
•

General maintenance as scheduled in Table 3.

•

Maintenance of steelwork as needed – rust treatment – including framing, fixings and nail
heads.

•

Roof structure – further investigations into structure upgrades when roof replaced last.
Look at additional tie downs.

•

Bamboo detailing – clean. Treat rusted nail heads. Reinstate missing pelmets to windows
where evidence and repair others to match Bed 2.

•

Brickwork – repair mortar and pointing where required. Remove obsolete fixings and
signage.

•

Timberwork where required – refix loose timbers to soffit lining. Replace moisturedamaged architraves and sills (particularly composite materials).

•

Cabinetry – replace missing door to Bathroom 1. Treat rusted drawer runners to nonoriginal vanity cabinets. Treat early rusted steel mirrored cabinet to Bathroom 1.
Reinstate missing pull to sliding cupboard in Breezeway. Treat rusted nail heads and
other components to all cabinetry.

•

Baths – treat rust stains.

•

En suite (upstairs) – add curtain or screen

•

Painting to weathered or damaged elements internally and externally – paint in
appropriate colours and products. Remove plastic paint from masonry where moisture
building behind.

•

Aluminium windows – clean sills and tracks. Treat corroded elements.

•

Insect screens to louvres in Bathroom 2 – repair damaged mesh.

•

Hardware and louvre galleries – treat functional but corroded elements. Replace missing
or broken window and door hardware – like for like to ensure security of building.

•

Tode era awnings – remove to original fabric (not upper level). Repair corroded elements
to upper level.

•

Electrical – remove all obsolete or redundant and non-original components and conduits
and make good surfaces affected.
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•

Pool equipment – remove from under house. Relocate or decommission depending on
future plans for pool.

•

Büsst self-portrait – ensure security and digitally record.

4.3 Low/aesthetic repairs
•

Rainwater goods and roof – replace with forms (half-round guttering) and colours to suit
early colour scheme – when due for replacement. As part of re-roofing, reinstate skylight
to Studio.

•

Roof space - Install new bulk insulation and sisalation to main roof space and verandahs.
Provide more secure sheeting above bamboo ceiling to seal roof space (if not
compromising cyclone design of structure).

•

Remove remnant gable to East verandah from demolished Tode era partition.

•

Bamboo –repair/replace missing or damaged; varnish in accordance with specialist
advice.

•

Remove Tode era gable on east verandah. Repair.

•

Painting of sound building and cabinetry elements not requiring repairs – paint internal
and external elements of the building in appropriate colours and products. Remove
plastic paint from masonry and use breathable limewash.

•

Veranda tiles – remove tiles and restore veranda floor to original appearance with repairs
as necessary to concrete (if not considered Urgent by concrete repair specialists).

•

Bathroom 1 tiles – remove more recent tiles to reveal original tiles. Make good or replace
like for like.

•

Chrome fixtures and fittings (bathrooms, kitchen, door and window hardware) – consider
rechroming.

•

Repair render to brick piers beneath verandahs. Limewash substructure to south
verandah where previously painted.

•

Restore pitted window and door hardware.

•

Timber flooring – plug holes from former (but non-original) wiring

•

Doors – remove door to Dining from Hall and reinstate original detail.

•

Light fixings and electrical – remove obsolete and obtrusive light fittings. Reinstate lights
based on photographic and site evidence (to Living and Bed 1). Early photos give
guidance for lighting to the verandahs, Living room and Hall. Investigate bel(l)? above
fridge and connect for use? Extra lighting to Bedroom 3

•

Security screening – review for less obtrusive solution when screening needs repair.

•

Demolish Bathroom 2 addition?

4.4 Maintenance Plan
A programme of regular maintenance is important to assist in ongoing care of Ninney Rise and
should commence immediately.
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Regular Condition Survey
A regular inspection regime, based on the following Maintenance Plan in Table 3 and
recommendations in the Condition Summary (Section 3 and Appendix 7.1) and Policy 9 of the
CMP (Monitoring and Ongoing Appraisals), should look at key elements of the building. The
inspections should be undertaken by the owner and/or lessee of the Ninney Rise site as
appropriate and/or by their specialist contractors (e.g. Termite/pest inspections) and include:
•

Check significant fabric regularly for defects/damage and other maintenance issues arising.
Ideally record on survey sheets and thorough annotations on a copy of measured drawings.

•

Completion of a basic condition report at each inspection for reference and to supply to NPSR.

Landscape maintenance
Maintenance of the surrounding grounds is important in preserving the building fabric, in
consultation with an arborist skilled with heritage landscaping and buildings. Tree roots, limbs
and smaller vegetation closer to the building edge can all pose a potential threat to the building.

Bamboo maintenance
Bamboo in construction is an unusual building material and requires specialist knowledge in its
sourcing, harvesting and treating to ensure longevity in the building and to avoid introduction of
borers or other detrimental issues. Further investigation is needed into sealing of the bamboo to
match the original finish as well as ongoing cleaning and maintenance. Refer to Appendix 7.5 for
advice on bamboo preparation for construction but engage a bamboo specialist for onsite training
for a local contractor.
Geoff Dove (former groundsman) recalls 2 bamboo as being sourced from Mr and Rosa Perry’s
property at Pioneer Street (east of Cutten Street intersection) and possibly from Liverpool Creek.

Specialist engineering
Reinforced concrete in a coastal environment is generally prone to more accelerated
deterioration. Concrete cancer is generally only visible once the damage is done. When the
concrete repairs commence to the verandah slabs, stairs, lintels, beams and piers with an
appropriately experienced concrete repairer, these concrete elements should be re-assessed by
a specialist engineer experienced with concrete. This should include assessment of the tiles
covering the slabs and stairs to determine if the tiles are causing additional damage by trapping
moisture.

A greater understanding of the cyclonic design of the house is required before some repair works
are carried out, particularly re-roofing/roof upgrades and sealing of upper surface to bamboo
ceilings. Research engineers at the Cyclone Testing Station at James Cook University could
carry out tests of the inherent structural properties of the building eg bracing, tie-downs, wind
resistance etc and if details such as the bamboo ceiling minimises pressure difference and uplift
in cyclonic conditions. Details on the following more unusual details would form an update to the
CMP assessments of significance and policy:
•

Gapped split bamboo ceiling to minimise pressure differential in cyclonic conditions and
reduce uplift?

•

How cavity on-edge brickwork is tied together, if at all

•

The role of the concrete ring beams

•

Existing roof frame fixings?

Recollections recorded by O’Malley August 2015 - Geoff Dove at Ninney Rise regarding John Büsst and
Kate Tode
2
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Suggested engineer for detailing repair works:
Bligh Tanner Engineers in collaboration with ARUP in Cairns – contact Rod Bligh
blightanner@blightanner.com.au (07) 3251 8555

Other specialist tradespeople
A list of specialist tradespeople experienced in heritage buildings should be made available to all
decision-makers and updated annually.
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Table 3 – Maintenance Plan for Ninney Rise
The following table outlines regular inspection and maintenance works to aid the longevity of Ninney Rise. This is to be referred to by owners and/or
lessees and carried out by specialist contractors where required (pest control, electrician, plumber, engineer, masonry specialist)
Maintenance frequency Item for maintenance

Look for….

As required (particularly Gutters
after major weather
events)
Half yearly
Vegetation and ground levels around
perimeter of building
Roofs

•

Gutters (especially box gutter and valley gutter) are free from leaves and other
debris

•

Inspect for new growth, roots, overhanging branches. Remove. Inspect for
ponding adjacent to walls.
Loose or damaged roof sheeting and flashings
Surface rust on sheeting and fixings, particularly at laps

Ceiling spaces

Gutters and downpipes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exterior timbers and asbestos – fascias,
beams, doors and windows, soffits

•
•
•
•
•
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For light visible through roof sheeting or water marks on framing
Split, cracking members
Rusty or loose nails and other fixings.
For wildlife
Evidence of termite and other pest infestations
Gutters (including valley gutter) and downpipes are clear of leaves and other
debris
Gutters and downpipes for corrosion, cracks, leaks, loose/missing connections,
moss and stain near downpipes (evidence of leaks)
Discharge of stormwater away from building, separated appropriately from
significant building fabric
Cracking, splitting or weathering timber
Failed/rusted fixings
Doors and windows securing properly, seated well in their frames and water is
not entering the building
Paint failing – chipping, chalking or peeling to expose timber substrate
Windows and doors not well seated in their frames -
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Maintenance frequency Item for maintenance
Exterior masonry and concrete

Bamboo ceilings

Termite, insect and vermin inspections

Internal spaces

1-2 years

Roofs
Eaves

Walls
Timber and bamboo trims and flooring

Windows
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Look for….
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cracks in concrete slabs, steps, sills, window heads
Brick vents – unblocked
Spalling or other deterioration of concrete due to corroding reinforcing
Spalling/fretting of brickwork and mortar/pointing
Condition of lead flashings and DPC’s
Paint failing
Loose or rusted fixings
Damaged pieces
Peeling clear finish
Infestations or entry to building.
Potential bridging from timbers in contact with ground and framing above ant
caps
Bamboo and timber architraves and skirtings for cracks, rusted fixings.
Window sills for water ingress
Corrosion and stiffness to door hinges, window stays and locks
Loose, dented or raised fixings to metal cappings, flashings and sheeting,
particularly after cyclones
Areas where possums/rats or birds can enter
Wasp nests, cobwebs and remove
Surface stains to fascia and soffit linings indicating roof or gutter failure
Paint damage and/or decay to linings – may be evidence of roof failure
Blocked brick vents – internally and externally
Loose or missing soffits, mouldings and fascia
Stains to timber floor – evidence of vermin in roof or roof leakage
Termite activity
Loose or damaged mouldings to inside
Loose and/or decayed frames
Weathered sills
Seized sashes
Cracked glass or damaged putty
Stains on inside evidence of water ingress / failed seals
Damage to frames from forced locks
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Maintenance frequency Item for maintenance
Doors

Mature trees and vegetation close to
building

3-5 years

Brickwork
Roof

Timber framing
Concrete slab
Brickwork
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Look for….
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trouble-free operation of doors – hinges, sliding tracks, latches
Solidity of frame and joints. Sagging or binding?
Loose or missing or damaged furniture
Damaged or missing architraves
Loose/weathered jambs
Damage from forced locks
Condition of glass (external doors)
Need for door stops to prevent damage when opening
Condition of mature trees to ensure any signs of distress or disease are promptly
identified and dealt with appropriately – to avoid damage to building from falling
limbs and trees.
Cracking joints, damaged paintwork, efflorescence or spalling
Loose or raised fixings – loose fixings could indicate failed battens
Deformed sheet edges from storm damage or foot damage
Rust stains at fixings and lapped sheets
Members are secure and true
Termite activity
Structural integrity – damage from spalling, exposed reinforcing
Crumbing/fretting brick faces – evidence of moisture problems
Air vents blocked
Appropriate joint mortar – ensure softer than bricks.
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5

Heritage management and recommendations

5.1 Conservation management and repair works
Any proposed works to the building need to be assessed against recommendations and
policies of the CMP and significance identified in this report as well as the heritage
constraints mentioned in 5.3 above. Particularly relevant CMP policies include Policies 1 - 7,
9, 11, 14-19, 23-28. All works to the building should be carried out be specialist contractors
experienced with working on heritage buildings.

Any works should also consider current, relevant building regulations (Australian Standards
and National Construction Code, formerly Building Code of Australia) where possible.

5.2 Heritage Colour Study
Prior to any repair works, it is recommended that a colour study by a qualified heritage
specialist be carried out to guide colours for repainting.
Proposed colour scheme to be submitted to EHP for Heritage Exemption approval prior to
undertaking works.

5.3 Heritage requirements/constraints.
As Ninney Rise is listed by the Cassowary Coast Regional Council as a Local Heritage Place
(#2). The Heritage Code and Heritage overlay of the Cassowary Coast Regional Council
Planning Scheme 2015 apply to any works to the building and grounds, including reversal of
later, non-significant structures. Works may be code assessible against the CCRC Heritage
Code (8.2.8 of the CCRC Planning Scheme). Refer Appendix 7.6.

Figure 3: Cassowary Coast zoning map (CCRC)
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Ninney Rise is included in the Queensland Heritage Register (QHR #602499. Repair works
to Queensland Heritage Register listed places can generally be dealt with directly by EHP by
the granting of an exemption certificate. An exemption certificate may be issued for
development that:
•

is permitted under a heritage agreement; or

•

will not have a detrimental impact on the cultural heritage significance of the place.

Much maintenance and minor works to State listed places falls into categories covered by
the ‘General Exemption Certificate – Queensland Heritage Places’ which permits owners to
carry out these works without application. Works must be carried out in accordance with the
requirements of the certificate which is available online at:
https://www.ehp.qld.gov.au/heritage/documents/genex_certific
ate.pdf

5.4 Coordination of works
Following are suggested works to address the issues identified:
•

Engage an experienced concrete repair specialist.

•

Engage a plumber to assess all plumbing and drainage including rainwater goods
and flashings

•

Engage an electrician to test all electrical, phone and data cabling and fittings for
safety and function. Identify redundant non-original elements.

•

Engage a builder to address issues identified in the Condition Summary tables (4
and 5).

•

Engage a bamboo specialist to prepare bamboo for installation where missing or
damaged

•

Engage an arborist with skills in managing historic gardens, to assess and manage
trees on site for potential for damage to the building.

•

Engage a painter to repaint the building inside and out, once other issues such as
(water damage, removal of redundant fittings, decay). Painting to be guided by a
Heritage Colour Study of the building.

5.5 Local council approvals
Ensure Council approvals are in place prior to building works typically requiring approval,
including any extra requirements for Local Heritage Places.

5.6 Future works
Removal of obtrusive elements
Consider removal of additions to the main Ninney Rise residence - in particular the Bathroom
2 extension to the Studio, remnant verandah partition and tile finishes to the verandahs.
Demolition of the upper level to the former Garage would restore the original form of the
single-level Büsst residence but it is sufficiently separate and may be useful as a caretaker’s
residence and a record of Tode era finishes, fitout and aesthetics.
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Update to Conservation Management Plan
Considering findings from this condition report and extensive new documentary photo
evidence, it is recommended that the CMP be updated. This would provide a richer
understanding of place, more refined policies about the house and gardens and reinforce
recommended actions of this report.

Photographic collection
To be more useful as a reference resource, it is recommended that the photographic
collection be clearly and comprehensively catalogued for the house, garden, people and the
pre-history at Bedarra Island. It is also recommended that these photographs, as well as
articles, be added to the National Library of Australia’s Trove online photo archive to become
publicly available.
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7

Appendices

7.1 Conditions summary and recommended actions
Schedule of Significant Elements (“S”)
Column two in Tables 4 and 5 describes the significance of particular elements, as below. Particular
care should be taken to conserve heritage values when taking actions for elements with an A or B
rating.
A
B
C
D

Significant
Some significance
Minimal or no significance
Intrusive

Priorities for repair and maintenance works
Column five in Tables 4 and 5 identifies the relative priorities. Action with a High priority should be
completed by 2019.
H
M
L

High
Medium
Low

Within 1-2 years
Within 3-5 years
Within 5-10 years

For locations and extent of works nominated below, refer to drawings in Appendix 7.1.

Abbreviations
AC
DP
DPC
GPO
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Asbestos cement
Downpipe
Damp proof course
General Power Outlet – Power point
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Table 4 - Summary of existing external conditions and recommended actions
Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Site – immediately surrounding
house

A

Drainage – ground levels have built up around
perimeter.
Evidence that ground water is not draining effectively
from house – moisture damage to base of masonry
Drainage pipework – may be affected by tree roots

Assess potential for damage from tree roots
to building foundations. Clear vegetation as
required to ensure protection of the building.

Roof sheeting – main house

C

Non-original steel roof sheeting.
Fixings and sheeting generally appear sound.

Manage surrounding ground levels to ensure
water drains away from perimeter of building.
Check for corrosion to roof sheeting,
flashings and screw fixings and rust treat as
required

Priority
H

M

Comment from Engineer’s report:
Roof. appears to have been replaced after cyclone
Larry or Yasi. Roofing appears to be new Colorbond
custom orb with cyclone washer assemblies
throughout.

Roof sheeting Tode extension

C

Non-original roof framing and sheeting (upper floor
addition)

Check for corrosion to roof sheeting,
flashings and screw fixings and rust treat as
required

Fixings and sheeting appear generally sound
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Image and element
Roof space

S
A

Condition

Recommended action

Priority

Original roof framing (much of it silky oak). Generally
timber framing appears sound with nailed fixings.

Electrician to upgrade all electrical wiring to
current standards.

H

Insulation to underside of metal roofing – heavily
deteriorated and collapsing.

Structural upgrades – refer Engineer’s
report. Ideally further investigation into what
has been replaced/repaired since Cyclones
Yasi and Larry to identify if and how the
substructure (framing) should be upgraded.

M

Sisalation to ceiling – damaged, shifted.
Early wiring

Future re-roofing – install new bulk
Engineer’s report comments on the roof space from
insulation to underside of roof sheeting.
view through access panel in the En Suite:
A conventionally pitched roof with joists, collar ties,
purlin props and hanging beams. There was no
obvious damage to the timber sections able to be
viewed. There were no visible tie downs to the roof
structure. The roof members were nailed and not
screwed as was typical of buildings of this vintage. The
pitch of the roof was approximately 20 degrees to the
horizontal.
Insulation with bitumen building paper to the underside
of the roof insulation has been placed to the underside
of the roof and on the ceiling. This insulation and
building paper showed signs of deterioration.
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Eaves guttering – main house

C

Non-original square guttering with internal clips
(originally asbestos).

While gutters are not original fabric, ensuring
their soundness is essential to protecting
fascias and soffit linings behind.

H

Regular cleaning of gutters

H

Review surrounding vegetation and
install/repair gutter mesh where closest to
overhanging trees.

H

In future replace with more appropriate profile
guttering painted colour to suit outcome of
Colour Study. Consider half-round guttering
to optimise drainage cross-section and
efficient drainage in storms.

M

Gutter dented along west verandah (storm damage?)
Corrosion to gutter at N end of west verandah,
Leaf litter is gathering in many areas of guttering.

(top) NE corner (middle) east
gutter (bottom) west gutter
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Guttering to upper level roof
house – E, N and NE (bottom)

C

Non-original Colorbond squareline guttering.
Gutters filled with leaves, particularly on north side

Remove all leaf litter. Assess condition of
gutter.

Priority
Hmaintenance

Consider gutter mesh protection

Valley gutters main house

C

Non-original metalwork.
Gutter filled with leaves.

Clear gutter of leaves.
Check for corrosion of gutter and treat as
needed to ensure water tight finish.
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Image and element
Gutter guard

Box guttering
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S

Condition

Recommended action

C/D Installed in approx. 2012 on northern end of east
Inspect fixings of gutter guard and amount of
verandah and section of east verandah (not full
debris in gutters beneath.
length). Also, over west eave of studio,
bathroom/laundry and Bathroom 2. Other parts of roof
not visible from ground.

C

Introduced as part of Mrs Tode’s renovations between Clean regularly and ensure no damage to
main roof and upper floor extension. Evidence of water gutter material.
damage below to cabinetry and ceiling in Breezeway.
Consider redesign.
Filled with leaves and sediment. Ponding due to
inadequate falls and leaf litter and insufficient width for
tropical downpours??
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Downpipes

C

Non-original PVC downpipes (originally asbestos) sound condition. Some unpainted.
Leaking joints:
• SE corner verandah column at gutter junction and
elbow.
• SW – junction with gutter

NE downpipe to E verandah to be installed to
sit parallel with steel column.

H

Connect all downpipe to underground
stormwater pipes to ensure drainage well
away from house perimeter.

H

Mid downpipe (E) - Downpipe has been extended out Repair leaking connections.
further by introduced edge beam and does not connect
with the stormwater pipe in the ground.
When repainting building, paint downpipes
appropriate colour
Dripping downpipes has caused damage – failing
render to adjacent brick pier (mid and SE) and
moisture damage to slab/beam edge

Mid downpipe (above)
NE down pipe (below) to E
verandah

Priority

H
L

NE downpipe not connected to column – bent out to
clear edge beam but does have elbow back into
stormwater pipe below ground.

Verandah fascia

A

Early/original painted hardwood (originally white)

Maintain paint. Repaint in original colour
scheme.

Non-original dressed timber (painted) to E, W and S –
paint and timber appears sound.
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Verandah eaves

A

Generally weathered with rusted fixings, peeling of
lacquer and some bamboo replaced:
• W – 2 falling bamboos
• S – weathered (mildew/moss) but sound. One
replacement bamboo poorly lapped (hanging
down - pic).
• NE – replaced bamboos have bleached.
Earlier bamboo is speckled with moss/mould.
Gap between E fascia and bamboo lining.
• SE - Remnant vines in corner

Clear remnant vines and clean mildew and
lichen from bamboo.

M

Treat rusted heads of early nails and recent
screws.

M

Refix loose bamboo.

H

S & W verandahs, SE corner
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Verandah beam

H

Painted hardwood. Sound but weathered paint finish
and rusted bolt heads and nuts.

Treat rusted nail heads to bamboo and bolt
heads and nuts to underside of beam.

H

Wasps nesting in gaps beside bamboo lining.

Reinstate missing bamboo to underside of
beam to match photographic evidence (prior
to limewashing of brickwork) and remnant
fixings? Installed at end of Büsst build

L

Bamboo to inside sound but rusted nail heads.
Originally verandah beam was clad with bamboo (see
photo below of E verandah post-limewashing).
Yellow living
interior photos
(pre- limewash
outside) show
beam not yet
clad in bamboo
to E but
possibly to W
and S

E verandah (N end) – bamboo to
inside face, remnant rusted nails
from former bamboo to underside
of beam.
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Verandah columns - original

A

2 no. original round steel columns – beside entry steps Remove loose rust. Treat with steel with
on W verandah. Verandah beam checked out for top
penetrating protection to mitigate corrosion.
plate. Base plate covered by non-original tiles.
Paint in original colour based on colour study.
Corrosion to screws in top fixing plate.
Early photo (VEC) of original column
plinths from whitewashed (completed)
era
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

B

Galvanised round steel columns with rectangular top
and circular bottom plates. Top plate surface-fixed to
verandah beam rather than rebated in.

Paint in original colour scheme

Sound condition with no visible corrosion

Verandah columns – replaced
Typical (E), SE corner top &
bottom
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Verandah ceiling

A

Varied condition depending on location. Some areas
need attention. Original nail heads rusting. Clear
lacquer peeling. Sisalation/builder’s paper visible
between gaps in bamboo – damaged.
Sisalation above bamboo visible with tears and
damage.

(top) SE, (mid & bottom) E end of
S verandah
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• W – 3 bamboos need securing, 2 bamboos
replaced.
• S – 2 ½ bamboos missing. 4 replaced with
unlacquered bamboo. Extensive mould/moss to
outer edge. Peeling to lacquered bamboo. Screw
repairs.
• E (north end) – One cover strip missing with nails
remaining. 1 missing bamboo strip and 1 loose.
Cover strip to N of partition split from overcompression of fixing. Moss and mildew to NE
corner.
• E (south end) – 1 short bamboo missing, 2 loose. 1
replaced, chalking bamboo. Moss and mildew to SE
corner.

Page 41

Clean bamboo carefully of mould and
moss/lichen.

M

Treat rusted original nail heads. Secure loose
bamboo.

H

Reinstate bamboo where missing.

L

When roofing is next replaced consider
replacing reflective sisalation. Investigate
more enduring lining material to reflect heat
and stop debris.

L
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Verandah ceiling roses

A

Decorative ceiling roses to E (2), S and W. Bamboo
sound. Some rust to nail heads.

Treat rusted nail heads.

Ensure all wiring to lighting is sound and
Modern white lampholders without shades (sound?) in safe.
decorative bamboo ceiling roses to E and W. W light
not working – lamp or wiring?
Install adjustable (for rake of ceiling) dark
brown lampholder with Chinaman’s shades to
White lampholders have replaced original dark
match early photo (left).
coloured lampholders with chinaman’s hat shades as
seen in photo below (VEC). S – no evidence of former
light.
(above) W, (below) S
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Priority

Tode era gable

D

AC clad gable remnant from Tode era partition. Sound Remove AC and framing.
but visually obtrusive
Record colours exposed.
Make good ceiling and wall.

L

Tiles to slab and steps

D

Introduced in Tode era – glazed earth-toned crazy
Make good slab.
pave tiles with small brown edging tile. Poor condition missing from vertical edges and verandah floor and
Remove tiles. Seal to minimise moisture
steps, cracked where slab cracked,
absorption

H
H/L

Grey render/concrete repairs where generally missing Refer “Verandah slab” and “Verandah steps”
tiles and where Tode era enclosure on E verandah
for further comment
was removed.

Stair 2
Verandah slab edge

A

Tile patching to Stair 2 and 3 and verandah – former
pipe handrails removed?
.
Original narrow slab edge to W and S. Tiles to W
verandah edge. No tiles to S edge.
S - Exposed concrete slab edge has ochre/red
remnants – possibly early treatment.

Investigate colours on slab edge as part of
colour study.
Seal cracks and repair as per engineer

Horizontal cracks along slab edge - S, W, N
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Introduced slab edge (SE and mid
E)

D

Non-original beam (nom. 120 x 255) added to face of E Inspect for surface cracks.
edge (to deal with corroding reinforcing and
delaminating slab). Visually obtrusive
Refer engineer report.
Seek alternative solutions for reinforcing
other edges and ideally reversing this detail
in the future
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Verandah slab underside

A

Original fabric. Spalling of concrete at edges, from SW Remove vegetation, not recorded in CMP or
corner to NE corner due to corroding reinforcing steel – historic photos as planted by Büsst, from
insufficient concrete cover to underside.
edge of verandah and avoid irrigation at the
perimeter.
Engineer’s comment:
Deterioration of the concrete verandah slab from the
Refer CMP Section 8.5.5 and engineer’s
rusting reinforcing.
report for guidance on concrete spalling.
The crack in the underside of the verandah slab and
the stair crack could be treated as per “observations of
the structure…the rusting is due mainly to air laden
moisture.
..Obvious cracking to the underside of the slab due to
reinforcing not having sufficient cover when the slabs
were poured.

S slab edge (top) and SE –
delaminating concrete and
exposed reinforcing
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February 2018

Priority
H

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Piers and caps

A

Lead flashings – generally sound – with concrete
packing formed above.

Inspect ant caps for integrity.

Brick piers originally rendered to perimeter. Render
missing to some piers on E side.

Priority
L

Repair render. Refinish to match original
colours.

Inner piers to S have remnant limewash (see lower
photo) but not to E (less visible?)

(top) E Verandah inner pier,
(above) S edge and inner pier
Verandah supporting walls and
walls under main house

A

Brick walls on strip concrete footing with continuous
Repair perpends to brickwork.
lead DPC at top. Main house walls – lead DPC is
topped by concrete ring beam.
Apply breathable limewash
Condition:
• Remnants of early limewash to brick walls and ring
beam (S).
• Perpends missing to ground level course (S).

S verandah subfloor
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M
L

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

End wall (N) to E verandah

A

Spalling of brick face and few remnants of limewash.

Resolve any sources of moisture from drain.

H

Remove vegetation beneath verandah line
and ensure ground falls away from building.

H

Limewash brickwork.

L

Project No. 1703
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Priority

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Verandah steps

H

Original concrete steps were tiled in Tode era. Many
tiles missing, patched with cement.

Refer to Engineer’s report in Appendix for
recommendations on repairs to concrete with
spalling/cracking due to corroding reinforcing.

H

Cracking down centre of W stair.
Remove tiles and repair concrete. Include in
Engineer suggests: The large visible crack is probably colour study to identify any remnant colours
a shrinkage crack which has led to reinforcing
to surface. Seal concrete.
corroding in the slab. There appears to be no step in
the top of the treads, so it appears that the slab has
not settled.

West, SE and NE
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February 2018

L

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element
Stair handrails

S
A/B

Condition

Recommended action

Later addition by Büssts – see photo below (VEC).

Treat any surface rust. Paint in appropriate
colours.

Priority
M

May need upgrading to be more accessfriendly to one entrance.

Fascia to main house

Fascia to Garage

A

B

Original? painted hardwood (originally white)

Check for decay. Maintain paint finish.

M

Painted hardwood

Future painting to be in selected heritage
colour scheme
Check for decay. Maintain paint finish.

H

Future painting to be in selected heritage
colour scheme
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Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Eaves to main roof

A

Original/early painted chamferboard linings to Studio,
Laundry and Bathroom eaves. Generally sound.

Refix fallen boards and trim above Bathroom
1 window.

Exception – outside Bathroom 1 window, boards have Maintain paintwork. Future painting to be in
fallen at join in boards.
accordance with colour study.

Studio (SW), Bathroom 1
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Priority
M

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Eaves end outside WC

C

Section of flat sheet metal at southern end of kink in
eave (original line) beside Studio wall. Patch for
smaller vent pipe (larger diameter in earlier photos)?

Investigate sheet metal lining to eaves at S
end.

Priority
L

Maintain paint finish

Later eaves – Bath 2 extension
and upper Garage

Project No. 1703
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C

Non-original Tode era additions. Painted asbestos,
Remove wasps.
butt-jointed with square timber bead. Sound condition.
Maintain paintwork.
Wasp nest to SW corner
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February 2018

L

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Aluminium awnings to main house

D

Non-original awnings added in Mrs Tode’s time.
Secure loose side to Bath 2 awning.
Damaged over Bath 2 window (above). Missing over W
window to Studio. Damaged to S window to Studio.
Remove all awnings and make good
brickwork. Paint to match early scheme.
OR
Reinstate missing awning to W. Although not
original, a functional and protective element
from Mrs Tode’s time.

West and South studio awnings
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Priority
H
M

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Awnings to Garage

C

Panelled aluminium with scalloped edge. Generally
sound though corrosion/pitting to brackets

Treat corrosion. Check fixings for corrosion.
Replace as needed with marine grade
stainless fixings.

M

South (typical)
Masonry – main house walls and
lower garage walls above floor
level concrete ring beams

A

Generally, the masonry externally is in very sound
condition above the floor framing ring beam and lead
damp proof course (DPC). Below the DPC, there is
damage to brickwork faces and mortar due to
moisture.

Address sources of moisture where brickwork
is spalling.

H

Ideally remove acrylic paint and reinstate
limewash paint or paint over with cementbased paint in off white to recreate original
finish – e.g. Using Murobond Murowash.

M

Brickwork is laid on edge in with brick core holes and
pointing roughly filled. Originally, brickwork was
limewashed white but now has acrylic paint.
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Priority

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Brick walls to verandahs

A

Brick on edge as for main external walls

Remove rusted obsolete elements. Rust treat
those remaining.

Priority
M

Some rusted brackets and fixings no longer in use
Remove obsolete signage.
No smoking signs stuck to walls
Maintain paintwork. Refer “General masonry”
note for future painting.

West verandah
Brick repairs

C/D Masonry repaired with vertical bricks to west of Studio Maintain paintwork. Refer “General masonry”
N door.
note for future painting.
Large areas of render between lower roof (verandah
and laundry/bathrooms) and upper roof – evidence on
construction photos.

Studio doorway
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February 2018

L

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Standard bricklaying (not brick on
edge) – Laundry/bathroom wall
(W)

H

Original fabric. Stretcher bond with unraked joints and Address moisture issues causing spalling.
concrete sills and lintels. Sound condition above DPC
and ring beam.
Maintain paintwork. Refer “General masonry”
note for future painting.
Significant moisture damage at base of wall (see
Courtyard wall below).

Standard brickwork to Breezeway

A

Project No. 1703
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Recommended action

Added at end of construction (date uncertain) between Address moisture issues causing spalling.
Garage and Kitchen walls – (L) Kitchen wall (R) infill.
Maintain paintwork. Refer “General masonry”
Spalling brickwork beneath verandah beam.
note for future painting.
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M

H
M

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Brick vents

A

Hooded brick vent to S and W walls of Studio

Maintain paintwork. Refer “General masonry”
note for future painting.

Concrete ring beam at floor level

A

Ring beam to perimeter of building and base of internal Refer engineer for treatment of corroded
walls - generally sound.
reinforcing and cracked concrete.

Priority
L

H

South wall of Studio – some reinforcing corrosion has
caused horizontal cracking
Engineer:
The crack in the top ring beam could be treated in the
same way as could the spalling brickwork.

South wall of Studio
Lead ant capping/damp proof
course beneath brick walls

A

Generally, appears intact. On west wall ends at original No action unless damaged
NW corner of house with courtyard wall attached later.
Courtyard wall used as base of Bathroom 2 extension
by Mrs Tode
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L

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Ant capping to brick piers

A

Simple flat metal (lead?) to top of piers, beneath
hardwood floor framing. Appear sound

Monitor for corrosion and damage.

L

SW corner of Studio
Base of brick walls

A

West wall to Studio
• Fretting of pointing/mortar at ground level
• Render repairs to face of bricks beneath
northern end of DPC
• S wall – remnant limewash to base of wall

Remove sources of moisture/monitor
existing.

H

Repoint.
Re apply limewash where previously evident.
Paint elsewhere -refer “Brickwork generally”,
above.

West wall Studio

Project No. 1703
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Priority

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element
Base of brick walls

S

Condition

Recommended action

Severe and extensive spalling to face of brickwork
along length of wall base to Laundry/Bath 1/WC.
Cement mortar is stronger than bricks – moisture is
spalling the brick faces rather than escaping through
softer lime mortar.

Address all sources of moisture and
eliminate. Remove vegetation from drains.
Remove tap from masonry wall and relocate
away from building, ideally outside courtyard.

H

Grade ground level to fall away from building.

H

Bricks missing to base of wall beneath Bathroom 1
window where waste pipe emerges from under
concrete terrace.

Monitor brickwork to see if further
deterioration. Consider replacing mortar
where damaged with lime mortar to limit
further spalling of brickwork.

©Emma Scragg Architect 2018
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M/L

Remove concrete terrace to studio

M

Redirect pipe through constructed openings.
Reinstate supporting bricks to base of wall.

H

West wall Laundry & bathrooms

Project No. 1703

Priority

February 2018

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Concrete footing

A

Concrete strip footing to wall appears sound, but
plumbing sump undermined.

Ensure stability of plumbing wastes and back
fill to avoid ponding of water at base of wall.
Ensure ground levels fall away from base of
walls.

West wall studio
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Priority
H

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element
Rendered brick walls to Bath 2

S

Condition

C/D Sound – single skin rendered brickwork.

Recommended action

Priority

Maintain render and paint finish

L

Remove panels

L

Security screen panels limits visual inspection.

Subfloor enclosure – S wall studio

Project No. 1703
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D

Security screen panels added to openings to subfloor
restrict visual inspection of subfloor and visually
obtrusive:
• S wall of Studio
• E wall of Bathroom 2
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Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Upper asbestos walls to Garage

C

Tode era upper level. Butt-jointed asbestos with
asbestos corner trims and paint finish.

Treat rusted nail heads.

M

Repaint.

M

•
•

AC soffit linings under upper floor

C

Some surface rust to nail heads.
Peeling paint to NE corner.

Tode era beneath overhanging floor on north edge. AC Ensure mesh is intact to limit vermin/insect
sheet with timber cover strips.
ingress.
Mesh vents.
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M/L

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Garage brick walls – South

A

Original fabric. Generally sound above DPC. Moisture Ensure ground levels drain away from walls.
evident along base of wall below DPC. Damage beside
steps to breezeway and junction with courtyard wall.
Remove vegetation beside steps to
Breezeway and inspect pipework for leaks.
Old rusted bolts in wall – 4 – remnants of wire trellis for
Pyrostegia vine (referred to in CMP).
Rust treat bolts.
Paint brickwork – refer note “Brickwork
generally”
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H
H

M/L
L

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Lower brick walls to Garage – N &
E

A

Original brickwork sound above DPC

Clear vegetation and litter beside north wall.
Clear spoon drain.

Early (?) splayed concrete base cracked and missing
in places

Ground levels to fall away from wall on all
sides.

Concrete spoon drain compromised by piers of Tode
extension, cracked and unable to drain effectively
(note: CMP suggest spoon drain is QPWS work but
makes appears that original spoon drain is pre-Tode)

Modify and augment spoon drain to flow
freely.

Issues:
• Concrete piers added within spoon drain
blocking drainage
• Trapped moisture causing spalling at base of
wall below DPC
• DPC cut by introduced waste pipe from
landing toilet.
• No antcap at top of concrete piers –
opportunity for termite ingress behind or within
concrete
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Priority
H

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Courtyard wall

A

Later element added by Büssts. Single layer stretcher
bond with arched doorway.

Modify ground levels to drain away from base
of wall on both sides.

H

Evidence of removed vines which have caused some
damage to brickwork and painted finish.

Treat rusted steel or remove if short vine wire
fixings. Apply curved rendered cap to wall to
shed water and protect steel ties.

H

Top of wall missing render and spalled brickwork from
corroded steel tie or former vine wire fixings.
Paint with limewash.

Priority

L

Base of brick wall – built up soil on outside from
removed vegetation. Damp at base.

Courtyard gate

A

Later Büsst element. Original fabric or rebuilt?
Evidence of changed hinge position on inside. Gate
appears in sound condition. Some surface rust to
frame fixings, catch plate and screws to knocker.
Broken handle (non-original – early photos appear to
be a knob).

Repair weathered paint and timber.
Replace broken handle with knob to match
early photos.
Repaint in original colours.

Knocker and latch appear to be in original locations.
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M

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Original windows – 2-paned
casement pairs

A

Original to Hall, Bedroom 2, Studio, Dining, En Suite,
Living (E).
Fair condition:
• Off-set D-handles – chrome pitted
• Barrel bolts – pitted chrome.
• Friction stays generally corroded but functional.
• General wear to paintwork, particularly at sill with
staining from rusted stays.
• Rust stains to sill framing from friction stays – Hall,
Bed 2
• Living E – barrel bolt corroded (inoperable),
keeper missing to catch. Living (S) – non-original
catch (Whitco automatic)
• Hall – missing window catch but keeper intact.
Corroded barrel bolt.
• Dressing – heavily corroded sill stay. Corroded,
newer stay to top (S) sash. Bottom barrel bolt
locks into dent in sill. Catch missing to sill
• Dining – sash catches missing keepers.

Treat rusted friction stays. Replace missing
hardware and non-original.
Remove loose paint and rust stains to
window frames. Repaint in original colours.
Dressing – add keeper and sash catch to sill.

Hall window, W verandah
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Priority
M

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Original window – Bed 1

A

3 no. 2-pane casements. Generally fair condition:
• Weathered paint at sill on outside.
• Rust stains on outside sill from friction stays.
• Remains of non-original barrel bolts added to
outside (to secure windows in cyclones/driving
rain?)
• Corroded barrel bolts at top and no striker plates.
Catches at sill but missing 2 no. keepers. Friction
stays heavily corroded but functional. Some
moisture damage to sill and jamb architraves
(peeling clear finish).
• Water ingress marks below sill on inside.
• Hooks to side (former curtain holders??)
Generally sound.

Address source of water ingress below sill.

H

Repaint windows and frames in original
colours.

M

Reinstate missing keepers for catches
internally

M

Remove barrel bolts externally (unless
necessary for storms)

M

Treat rusted stays.

M

Replace non-original catch with new to match
existing.

L

Original large window – Living (S)

A

Non-original catch (Whitco Whitmatic)
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Priority

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Smaller casements – Bath 1
(photo) and Laundry

A

Single-paned timber casements with obscure glass
and hardware as elsewhere.
Generally sound.
• Laundry – obscure glass. Cracked pane (S leaf).
• Some weathering to paintwork

Treat rusted stays.

Priority
M

Reinstate missing components to match
existing exactly.
Repaint windows and frames in original
colours.

Windows to Study

D

Non-original sliding clear-anodised aluminium
Ensure window tracks are clean for easy
(originally casements with timber framed awning over). sliding. Clean weepholes in sill for efficient
Security mesh panels as elsewhere.
drainage.
Check insect screening is intact.
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M/L

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Louvre windows to WC (photo)
and Bathroom 2

D

To WC – Probably original (early photo with dark iron
roof and fresh limewash shows lines of louvre blades)

Treat rusted components.

Priority
L

To Bathroom 2 – see Bathroom 2 notes below

Upper level casements

C

Windows to non-original upper floor.
Treat rusted fixings.
• Some pitting to clear anodising.
• Sills with sediment, particularly between casement Clean tracks and sills thoroughly.
sills and insect screen tracks.
S – Living (19)
Address water ingress – seals damaged,
windows not closed when unoccupied.
Replace rotten/moisture-swollen jambs, sills
and architraves to windows.

East elevation
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M

Detailed Fabric Survey
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Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Priority

Typical window hardware

A

D-pulls and sill catches, barrel bolts to tops of
casements – chrome – pitted

Replace missing components like for like –
refer specific windows above for details.

M

Ensure all locks operate easily.

M

(below) catch to Living window (S) – non-original
(Whitco Whitmatic) – Büsst-era photos of Living
window (S) show sill catches, D-pulls and top barrel
bolts.

Window security screens

D

Screens to louvre windows

D

Original external doors

A

Project No. 1703
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Modern security screens. Sliding on inside with locks
in varying conditions (some seized). Tracks take up sill
and cut down light and airflow. In Living, bamboo trims
removed for screens.
• Hall – screen seized and thumb pulls rusted.
• Laundry – seized lock.
Heavily weathered insect screening to:
• Bathroom 2 (west)
All appear original. Doors generally in sound
condition. Paintwork has general impact/weather
damage with original paint colour exposed in patches.

Page 69

Future – ideally look at alternative, less
obtrusive security measures

Replace mesh …or part of demolition
Refer individual doors following

February 2018

M

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Single leaf glazed door - Dining

A

•
•
•

Treat rusted components.

H

Reinstate missing components.

M

Repair bamboo.

M

Repair paint finish.

M

•
•
•
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Worn paint to door and frame
Weathered paint to sill.
Door jamb cut out for deadlock (obtrusive).
Bamboo trim at door head broken.
Barrel bolt at top and bottom inside heavily
corroded.
Heavily corroded dead lock.
Weather strip to inside (non-original but functional,
photo below)
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Detailed Fabric Survey
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Bingil Bay

Image and element
Breezeway door (E verandah)

Breezeway door (W)
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S

Condition

Recommended action

Priority

A
&D

3-paned door and hinged side lights– early fabric. Non- Maintain paint finish.
original security door added to outside of door –
obtrusive. Bamboo trim to windows and door inside.
Seek less visually obtrusive screening to
door.
• Window sills worn to reveal dark blue paint.
• Lockwood deadlock (heavily corroded keeper)
• Non-original but functional weather strip
• Barrel bolts, catches and stays to sidelights intact.

M

A

Original/early (during construction) 3-lite glazed door – Make lock operable. Treat rusted parts.
same as to E verandah.
• Lockwood lock – stiff
Maintain paint finish – using colour
• Heavily pitted lever handle
determined by colour study
• Bamboo architrave has hole in top for obsolete
wiring
• Screen door added

H
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M

Detailed Fabric Survey
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Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Kitchen door

C

Non-original (Tode era) single-pane glazed door with
fixed sidelights (originally 2 no.? casement windows).
AC panel at head of door beneath original concrete
window lintel.
• Cabin hook on wall bent and chrome finish very
poor.
• Other hardware generally pitted as elsewhere.
• Door jamb damaged by installation of deadlock.

Possibly repair jamb and look at alternative
security to door.
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Maintain paint finish, restoring original
colours where possible.

February 2018

Priority
M

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Living doorway (E)

A

Original doors and hardware generally.
Treat rusted components.
• Hinges have been replaced and repositioned
at top and bottom.
Reinstate missing hardware.
• Cabin hooks missing from wall but eyes intact
on doors.
Maintain paintwork.

M

Studio door (N)

A

Hardwood VJ door – generally sound.
• Lever hardware heavily pitted.
• Weather-strip at base of door removed since
latest painting of building – dark blue revealed
under.

Reinstate weather-strip to base of door to
prevent weather ingress and damage to
flooring

H

Repaint in original colour.

M
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February 2018

Priority

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Typical external door hardware

A

Lever set with back plate, cabin hook and eye and
recent Lockwood dead lock.

Rust treat hinges and ensure all locks and
latches work smoothly.

Hinges are generally rusted:
W- Entry doors

Check all screw fixings to ensure tightness.

Priority
H
H

Dining door – typical lever set,
cabin hook eye and deadbolt.
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Garage door

D

Non-original roller door
replaced original timber
hinged doors with
diagonal cladding
(right, VEC) in original
opening.

Clean out spoon drain and ensure ground
levels fall away from house.

Priority
H

Maintain garage door.

Spoon drain and grate
across threshold of
door.

Electrical – old meter box
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C/D Heavily corroded steel box. Replaced by newer box on Remove all obsolete components and
E of window.
conduits and make good wall.
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Image and element

S

Condition

Exposed conduit

D

Bundled conduits hung from brick vent on south wall of Remove obsolete conduit. Redirect behind
Studio beside Entry stairs.
perimeter brickwork wherever possible

M

More recent meterbox and switchboard.

L

C/D
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Recommended action

Remove redundant elements (if any). If
panelling needs removal, replace with new,
Asbestos warning stickers to junction box and panelled asbestos-free material.
riser.
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Bingil Bay

Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Priority

External spotlight SW studio

C

Recent spotlight.

Leave as is

n/a

External fluoro lighting

C

Rusted frame and dirty tube.

Clean diffuser and treat rusted metal base.

M

Studio eaves
Eaves lighting –verandah

D

Redundant fluorescent light mounted on timber block
on eaves. Rusted metalwork.

Remove and reinstate bamboo

M

Remove redundant fittings as part of
repainting.

L

E – 3 no. heavily rusted, diffuser covers intact but dirty.
N – heavily rusted. No tube.

External GPO’s to verandahs
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D

GPO’s to W, S and E verandahs
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Loose cabling

D

Loose cable to NE corner of Garage

Secure with clips or remove if redundant.

Intrusive aerial cable

D

Cable with loop on sill and penetration through sill of S Remove and make good window frame.
window to Living.
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Obsolete wiring subfloor

D

Wiring, junction boxes and other electrical
components. Some redundant.

Remove all redundant wiring.

Pool equipment

D

Equipment beneath SE corner of verandah. Increased Plan to relocate elsewhere if pool is to remain
potential for moisture at base of walls and footings.
or decommission.
Unsightly
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M

Detailed Fabric Survey
Ninney Rise House
Bingil Bay

Table 5 - Summary of existing internal condition and recommended actions
Refer to Appendix 7.2 Internal Conditions Summary for more detailed condition notes for each interior space.
Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Ceilings – bamboo

A

Dining, Bedroom 1, Dressing Room, Living, Hall,
•
Bedroom 2, Studio, Breezeway
Split bamboo fixed with nails. Single bamboo cornices.
Decorative ceiling roses to Dining, Bedroom 1, Living,
Bedroom 2 and Hall.
•
Condition varies but generally sound:
•
• Some lacquer peeling to bamboo. Rusted nail
heads where lacquer peeled.
• More recent screw fixings, possibly to replacement
bamboo and/or loose pieces.
• Some bamboo pale/chalky (repair work,
unsealed/treated?)
• Silver paper (non-original) above damaged.
• Side Hall – nail failing out, some chalking bamboo
(replacement?)
• Dressing – small bamboo fillet missing to NW
corner. Some clear finish lifting but not peeling.
Replacement bamboo (or poorly sealed original)
fixed with screws. Ceiling access hatch. Two drill
holes to W end.
• Dining – some large gaps and one loose piece.
Some screw repairs. Corroded flat head nails.

Treat rusted nail heads. Install new
bamboo where missing or unable to be
repaired. Ensure bamboo is correctly
harvested, treated and sealed.
CMP 8.5.6 suggests considering
alternative, unobtrusive fixings.
Replace sisalation above ceilings if
recommended (refer 4.4 Maintenance
Plan – Engineering specialist) ensuring
isolation from electrical wiring or
consider other hidden sheet material
(as per CMP 8.5.6) to seal ceiling whilst
retaining original appearance.

Photos: (top) Bed 2 typical ceiling, (middle) gaps in
bamboo and sisalation above (above) early nail heads
and recent screws.
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M
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Image and element

S

Condition

Former skylight to Studio

A

Original bamboo-trimmed opening filled with tapa cloth Re fix tapa cloth. Treat for silverfish
panel (era?). Heavily eaten by silverfish and peeling
OR
off infill panel
Remove and reinstate skylight as part of reroofing.

H

General condition and features as for main ceilings.

H

Ceiling – raking bamboo –
Breezeway

A

•
•

Project No. 1703
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Recommended action

Maintain box gutter

Bamboo cornice to E wall and E end of S wall
Re fix loose/fallen bamboo.
falling off
Markings and staining from water damage beneath Clean surface and seal
box gutter
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L

H
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Ceilings – painted vj – Laundry,
Bathroom 1 and WC

A

Painted VJ with timber bead cornice.
Bathroom 1 – boards have swelled from moisture.

Identify source of moisture – humid
bathroom environment or former/current
roof leak. Resolve.

H

Ceiling – painted VJ to Kitchen

A

Sound condition. Painted same colour as elsewhere.
Timber scotia cornice. Butt-connection with bamboo
ceiling and trims

Maintain paint finish. Repaint in original
colour

L

Ceiling – AC butt-jointed – to
Study (photo) and Landing

C

Study was built as part of Garage by Büssts.
Maintain paint finish.
Tode era ceiling? AC ceiling with timber scotia cornice.
Sound condition.
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Walls – masonry – flush set
render generally throughout

A

Generally sound. Rendered brick with modern, acrylic
paint finish (new condition) – all green.
• Marks in paint evidence of former wall light fittings
and built in shelving (Bed 1 and Living).
• Living - Hairline crack E of S window
• Studio (left) – hairline crack to E of non-original
bathroom door opening on line of original window.
• Wall patching from removal of Tode era
airconditioning units (Studio, Bed 2)

Repaint in colours based on heritage colour
study when repainting necessary.

Studio/Bath 2 doorway crack
Walls – masonry – Breezeway

A

A

Wall/gable – bamboo – Studio

A

©Emma Scragg Architect 2018

L

Ensure marks from former shelving and
fittings are retained for future reference.

Bed 1 – marks of former wall light like in
Living

Wall – masonry shower partition

Project No. 1703

Priority

Rougher render with same paint as everywhere.
• Some bubbling to paint (N and S) – also moisture
damage inside cupboards (N)
• Drummy render to Laundry wall
Bathroom 1 – moisture damage to base of brick
shower partition. Likely caused from failed membrane
(if any) behind shower tiles
Vertical bamboo infill section to meet raking ceiling of
studio.
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Determine source of bubbling/drummy
render – rising damp, plumbing issues?
Leaking box gutter?

H

Make necessary repairs. Repaint.
Determine source of moisture. Repair

H/M

Maintain nail heads and clear finish.

M/L

February 2018
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Walls – masonry – inside
cupboards

A

Areas left unpainted in recent “green” painting:
• Laundry (back of under bench cabinet) – soft
cream
• Dressing – soft yellow/ochre similar to early,
Büsst-era photos of Living
• Kitchen (S wall) – Remnants of soft pink under
dabs of white
• Kitchen (W wall, i.e. Hall) – Off white
finish/limewash to render at back of hall cabinet)

Identify colours in concealed spaces to aid
colour study.
Do not paint over.

Laundry, Dressing
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Breezeway wall behind Büsst
cupboard

A

Cream? Paint to concrete
Off-white to masonry wall
Beige-yellow? to side of sliding cupboard

Carry out a thorough colour study including
this area.

M

Skirtings – bamboo

A

Generally sound. Some rusted nail heads.
Refix loose skirting
• Living - loose at corner with Hall and missing to S
of E doorway. Peeling lacquer to E wall near S.
Reinstate missing skirting (where evidence
• Hall – loose between Bed 1 and Dining doorways. of former skirting)
Missing to N of opening to Side Hall (photo, left)
• Studio - gaps at wall in Studio (minor).
• Missing – SE corner of Studio, Dining (external
door opening, S side)

H
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Floor – hardwood tongue and
groove

A

Living, Dining, Bedrooms, Dressing robe interior,
Hallways including beside Kitchen. Study also (same
width?)
• Some surface wear to finish but generally sound.
• Some drilled holes – former wiring?
• Studio – 1 split board.
• Dressing – large ventilation holes drilled in floor.
• Bed 1 – small holes from former power (N wall).
Drill hole to S wall.
Hardwood steps – original? Hand rail more recent?

Plug former holes in floor to main spaces.

Hardwood steps to Study

A?

Floor – vinyl

C/D

Project No. 1703
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L

Retain ventilation to Dressing robe? Fix
mesh to underside to prevent vermin
ingress?

No actions required

Speckled sheet vinyl with welded joins.
Retain vinyl until due for replacement. Fix
Bathroom 1 & 2, WC, Laundry, Breezeway, Dressing – areas where lifting (Dressing).
non-original laid over concrete. Kitchen, laid over
timber. Anodized aluminium edge trim at door
When removed for replacement or refixing,
thresholds.
inspect floor under for condition and
evidence of earlier finishes.
• Generally sound. Well adhered to floor.
• Dressing/En suite – lifting beside bath.
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February 2018

L

L
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Floor – tiles to Bath 2 toilet and
shower

C

Non-original multi-coloured glazed tiles in non-original
space

Maintain if Bath 2 is to remain

L

Floor – tiles to Bath 1 shower
recess
Doors - external
Doors – internal flush panel

A?

Could be early/original tiles?

Maintain.

L

A
A

Refer Exterior, above, for external doors
Painted flush panel doors. Sound condition. Some
rusting to hinges.
• Missing doors – Hall/Side Hall, Laundry
• Bed 2 – new hinges have replaced old
• Bathroom 1 – fallen off. Stored in Breezeway.
Mirror fixed to inside face with corner brackets –
Büsst?

Treat rusted hinges

H
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Bathroom 1 - Repair door jamb. Refix
architrave. Reinstate door.

February 2018

Priority
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Door – internal sliding – Dressing

A

Original sliding door with bamboo pelmet. Slides
behind built in low-boy
• Heavily rusted but functioning head track.

Rust treat top track.

H

Door – Studio screen door

A

Silky oak louvred screen door clad in fine bamboo
strips. Barrel bolt, offset handle and cabin hook and
eye as elsewhere. Poor condition:
• Door has sagged – check bracing
• Corrosion to lower two hinges
• Some bamboo has delaminated, other pieces are
missing.

Refix loose bamboo and reinstate where
missing.

H
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Brace door – either by fixing existing brace
(preferred) or adding additional unobtrusive
brace to detail and/or approval of heritage
specialist.

February 2018

Priority
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Image and element

S

Condition

Door – Kitchen/Dining

D

Non-original double-swing flush panel door. Early
Treat rusted hinges.
construction photos, with kitchen in foreground, shows
a wider opening in brickwork, centred on wall – servery Seek further evidence of original opening
or doorway
and consider reinstating.
• Rusted hinges
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Recommended action

February 2018

Priority
H
L
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Image and element

S

Condition

Door – Dining/Hall

D

Tode era concertina door added within opening.
Make good base of channel to avoid injury.
Some bamboo removed to allow for install – evidenced
by mark in floor finish (below)
Or
Aluminium channel at base has been damaged –
sharp, exposed corners (below)
Remove door. Repair/reinstate bamboo to
match detail elsewhere
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Recommended action
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Priority
L
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Image and element

S

Door – sliding to Study

A? C

Door thresholds (Living)

A

Project No. 1703
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Condition

Recommended action

Priority

Heavy louvred timber door on sliding track. Sheeted to Maintain paint finish.
garage side. Door matches door to Bed 3 on floor
above. Painted as everywhere.
Remove panel on Garage side?

L

Concrete with remnants of red-brown paint

M
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Re paint in appropriate colour determined
by colour study.

February 2018
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Priority

Door architraves – bamboo

A

Several configurations of bamboo arranged around
Reinstate bamboo where missing.
openings.
• Side Hall – broken bamboo at latch side of door to
Bed 2.
• Living (E) – missing bamboo trims to opening
recess- removed for security screens
• Dressing – base of architrave replaced with
mismatched size? Line between timber jamb and
masonry visible (crack in paintwork)

L

Architraves – timber

A

Bath 1, WC

Maintain paintwork.

L

Maintain paint finish.

L

Early? “lambs tongue” profile.

Windows
Internal window (Kitchen)

A
A

Refer Exterior
Opening originally built as an external window but
became indoors when Breezeway was enclosed at
ends.
Laminex sill (Büsst or Tode?) matches benchtops
adjacent.
Architraves to Kitchen side non-original MDF – see
“Architraves”
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Image and element

S

Condition

Architraves – MDF? - Laundry

D

Non-original profile painted MDF architrave. Laundry – Identify moisture source and resolve.
exploding at sill.
Remove and replace with solid timber
architrave to match profiles in Bath 1
exactly.

Architaves – MDF? Kitchen

C

Recommended action

Non-original profile – same as Laundry. MDF? Fretting Remove and replace with solid timber
of material behind cold tap – moisture damage prior to architrave to match profiles in Bath 1
latest coat of paint
exactly.

Priority
H
M

M

Sill – old laminate as in Laundry.

Window architraves – bamboo

A

Generally fair.
• Sill bamboo watermarked from water ingress,
(cyclones?) in many rooms
• Rusted nail heads.
• Some peeling lacquer and some replaced (Living
E)
• Hall, Studio (S, W) – rust and damage to base of
architrave and sill.
• Bed 1 – heavy peeling to lacquer on sill bamboo,
rusted nails and splitting at corner.

Address sources of water ingress.
Treat rusted nail heads.
Clean and re seal bamboo where damaged.

Bed 1 window sill
Project No. 1703
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Image and element

S

Condition

Window and door pelmets

A

Double bamboo pelmets with timber frame substrate to Living – reinstate pelmets to openings as
Bedrooms and formerly to Living. Bed 2 (curtain rails
elsewhere.
intact)
Repair others to match Bed 2.
• Living – missing pelmets to S and E windows and
E and W doorways
• Studio – non-original curtain rails.
• Bed 1: No curtain rail but rusted hooks. Pale blue
(slightly green?) paint behind.

Bed 2
Window security

D

Intrusive screens. Some corroded so difficult to unlock Ensure all components operate.
and slide: Hall, Laundry
Consider replacement with alternative, less
obtrusive security screens

High-level louvres to Dressing
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Recommended action

A? D? High level steel-framed glass louvres – Büsst or Tode
era?
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Maintain steelwork.

February 2018

Priority
L/M

H
L – when
need
replacing
M
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Image and element
Wardrobes between Bed 2 and
Studio

Bathroom cabinets – Bath 1
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S
C/D

Condition

Recommended action

Tode era cupboards with louvred doors, AC sheeting
and plywood shelves. Doors painted to Bed 2, natural,
stained timber to Studio. Less obtrusive in Bed 2 and in
use as storage.
• Studio – wall steps out for robe – affecting volume of
room
• Rusted nails to AC sheeting.

Retain for current purposes (storage) or
maintain paintwork and hardware. Treat
rusting nail heads

A? C? Plywood and timber cabinetry with laminate benchtop
and mirror – Büsst or Tode era? Painted same as
walls (recent).
• Rusted nail heads.
• Door missing
• Intrusive fluoro light over mirror
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Priority
M

OR
Remove and make good wall.

Treat rusted nail heads and repaint affected
areas.

M
L

Reinstate missing door.
Allow to repaint in future to earlier colour
scheme.

February 2018
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Priority

Bathroom cabinets – new

C/D

Bathroom 1, 2, Dressing/En Suite.
Modern vanity units recently installed. Generally
corroded drawer runners and pitted chrome handles

Retain while functional but if replaced
investigate further the type of Büsst era
fitting to Bath 1 – wall basin? Pedestal
basin (Büsst era)

L

Mirrored shaving cabinet – Bath 1

A?

Possible Büsst shaving cabinet.
• Rusting metalwork. Mirror silvering pitted.
• Early GPO possibly installed after completion of
brick plastering (surface wiring).
• Early towel rail under.

Treat rust to cabinet. If possible, replace
mirror.

M
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Repaint based on remnant colours.

February 2018
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Image and element
Laundry cabinets

S
A? C

Condition

Recommended action

Early cabinets (Büsst or Tode?) – timber and plywood Treat rusted nail heads. Repaint early
with sparkly laminate benchtop. Laundry hamper under cabinet in appropriate colours.
benchtop lid. Small plastic knobs as elsewhere.
Painted recently with same paint as all surfaces.
Modern steel laundry tub unit to S wall
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Image and element
Kitchen cabinets
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S

Condition

Recommended action

Early cabinets (Büsst or Tode) – timber and plywood Treat rusted components
with early laminate benchtops. Tray cupboard under S
D – cabinets. Wall render forms back of cupboard rather
Leave rendered walls at back of cupboards
exhaust than ply. Coloured knobs (green and yellow) to under unpainted to enable colour study.
?
bench cupboards. Green (N side and West of door to
Dining) and yellow plastic knobs (Büsst or Tode?).
Overhead open shelves. Condition:
• Redundant tap under east cabinet.
• Rusted magnetic catches.
• Painted green acrylic as everywhere - new
• Modern gas stove – sound
• Early sink (and taps?) – sound with modern PVC
waste pipes under.
• Early “Federal” switch (for former electric oven?)
• Austral fan on N wall – functioning but not used
and intrusive?
A? C
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Priority
M – rust
treat
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Image and element

S

Condition

Pantry cupboard – Kitchen and
Breezeway

A

Büsst cabinets. Curved ply door fronts with
Maintain hinges and catches.
1960’schrome knob and cabin hook and eye latch.
Extensive shelving internally.
Repaint in original colours.
Painted soft pink inside? Under thin white paint? Green
acrylic outside as elsewhere.
Condition sound:
• Rusted hinges
• Rusted magnetic catches
• Chrome knob pitted

L

Original Büsst shelving recessed into brickwork with
AC back and bamboo trim. Büsst or Tode bench
cabinet below open shelves, with doors under. Doors,
knobs and benchtop match elsewhere.
• Rusted magnetic catches
• Paintwork flaking off at back of cupboard (early
render).

M

Hall cabinet
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A/C?
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Recommended action

As for Kitchen

February 2018

Priority
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Image and element
Hall cupboard
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S

Condition

Recommended action

A/ C? Büsst or Tode era – simpler than curved front
Treat rusted nail heads and hinges
cupboards but same chrome knob. Painted exterior as
everywhere. Soft pink interior colour.
Paint in colours determined by colour study.
• Paintwork sound.
• Rusted nail heads to ply panels.
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Image and element

Breezeway storage (N)

Breezeway storage (S)
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S

Condition

Recommended action

Priority

A? D? Büsst or Tode era sliding cupboards – not used. Ply
and timber construction with recessed finger pulls.
Plywood back to cupboards. Laminate benchtop.
Büsst curved-front cupboard beside.
• Pitted chrome to pulls
• One missing pull
• Lower ply (to backs?) heavily rippled from moisture
damage.

Maintain box gutter and investigate other
causes for rippled plywood.

H

Reinstate missing pull.

L

A? D? Büsst or Tode era under bench cupboards. Ply and
timber construction with laminate benchtop – same
detail as in kitchen.
• One knob broken
• Interior filled with fine sawdust – borers in
cupboard or from bamboo?

Determine source of dust in cupboard and
take action

H

Replace broken knob if exact match can be
found.

L
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Repaint in appropriate colour based on
colour study
OR
Remove if not original/early.

February 2018
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Safe – Study

C

Tode era. Rusting to steelwork

Treat rust. Repaint.

M

Loose shelving Bed 2

C

Loose shelving (easily reversible) housing significant
book collection.

Retain as most suitable room for purpose.

n/a

Avoid fixings into original walls.
Arrange shelves to allow wall lights to
function in original locations.
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Image and element

S

Condition

Dressing cabinetry – early?

A

Timber and plywood robe cupboards and drawers with Treat rusted components.
painted timber knobs. Low boy on door side matching
details of main robe.
Make drawers slide freely.

M

All painted same colour as rest of house in recent
Assess original colours. and paint painted
repaint. Stained door interiors suggest that originally
surfaces appropriate colour based on colour
cabinet fronts were stained dark brown. Timber dowel study.
hanging rails on ply “hangers”.
• Ball catches heavily corroded.
• Drawers tight.
• Rusted nail heads to gable ends.

L

Modern.
WC – large cistern but not original
Bath 2 (not original) – formerly had a larger cistern

L

Toilets
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Ensure functional for purpose

February 2018
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M
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Bath – Bath 1

A

Dark coloured cast iron bath and earlier tapware.
Grabrails may also be early.
Appears to be Büsst era and taps and rails are earlier
styles.

Treat rust stains.

M

Remove tiles to reveal earlier tiles?

L

Rust stains to edge.
Tiles non-original over earlier tiles.
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Bath – En Suite

D

Tode modification to Dressing room to add En Suite.
Bathtub, vanity, toilet, vinyl to floors and tiles to walls.
• Bath – areas of rust.
• Tapware – chrome pitted.
• Accessories – brown plastic and clear.
• Toilet sound with timber rail

Maintain bathroom fitout and treat corrosion
OR
Remove entirely or partially, with possible
reconfiguration for more basic facilities if no
longer needed.

Priority
M

L
M

If retained as toilet/bathroom, consider
applying obscure film to lower window
panes for privacy to negate need for
curtain.

Mirrored cabinet – Dressing
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C/D

Most likely Tode era. Rusted steel mirrored cabinet.
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Treat rust on cabinet
OR
Remove.

February 2018

M
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Image and element
Chrome bathroom accessories

Towel rails – Bathroom 1

Electrical - switches

S
C/D

A

Condition

Recommended action

Could be late Büsst but grabrail matches those in Bed Retain.
2 (Tode addition) – pitted chrome grab rails and toilet
roll holder (WC)

L

Early/original chrome towel rails beside shower door
and on shower partition

Retain

L

Generally, engage electrician to assess
redundant and faulty fittings.

H

A/C/D Living – non-original (replacement of original?) pull
switch very loose
Bed 2 – two black cover plates – covering original
switch plates?
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Electrical – GPO

D

High level power points from former airconditioners –
Bed 2, Studio

Decommission and make good wall

L

Wall lights – early locations

A

Evidence of early wall lights – Bed 2, Living. Bed 2
lights currently acrylic oyster lights as elsewhere. Light
shade in bookshelves fallen off.
Studio – lower wall lights also – modern oyster fittings
Additional wall lights: over Bath 2 door
Dark orange wall light – early or Tode era. Small spots
of corrosion to shade.

Retain wall light locations in Bed 2.
Reinstate wall light in original location in
Living

L

Maintain.

M

Wall light – Dressing
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

D

Modern fluoro light with exposed wiring to W wall.
Remove light.
Functional but visually obtrusive. Introduced ceiling fan
compensates for poor lighting.
Reinstate wall lights in original locations

Priority
L

Evidence of early wall lights of similar shape to early
photos in Living in Bed 1.

Wall light – Bed 1
Ceiling light - oyster
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Modern acrylic oyster lights. Good light sources.
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Consider replacing with wall lights (to match
Living room photos) where evidence on
walls of former fittings.

February 2018

L
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

Earlier ceiling light – Laundry. Rust spotting to
decorative metal base.

Retain.

L

Inspect all fluorescent lights. Treat rusted
elements and replace starters as needed.

H

Ceiling light – earlier fitting

A/C

Ceiling lights – strip fluoro

C

Breezeway central light won’t start

Ceiling fans

C

Non-original but necessary to avoid airconditioning.
Very new (2017) replacements to metal ceiling fans
(recorded in 2016 CMP) in Living and Bed 1, now with
lights.

Electric hot water system
Smoke detectors
Earth separate
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C
C/D

Modern hot water system in SE corner of Laundry
Recently added??

?

Separate earth electrical earth (?) to GPO on south
wall.
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Priority

L

Inspect regularly to ensure no leaks.
Inspect regularly in accordance with
statutory obligations
Electrician to check for safety and upgrade
as necessary

February 2018

M
H
H
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Image and element

S

Condition

Redundant phone and
switchboard wiring

D

Unsightly and uncovered wiring and boxes for disused Remove redundant components. Make
switchboard and phone lines
good wall

Kitchen bell?

A?C? Early? electric bell in Kitchen above fridge. Wires cut
but could be made to work?

Recommended action

Retain as record of building.

Priority
M

L

Connect to power to use?

Büsst self portrait

A

Only Büsst (or other) artwork on site. Framed in
bamboo, hung in Living.

Retain on site and ensure safe from theft
Digitally record.
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Image and element

S

Condition

Bathroom 2 addition

D

Tode era addition. Removed northern window (light,
Consider demolishing – CMP Policy 14.
sunshine and airflow to Studio).
• Ceiling – AC with timber scotia cornice – painted. If not, maintain paint to AC sheeting and
Sound
check all plumbing fixtures for leaks.
• Walls – Rendered brick with tiles of different eras.
Holes in tiles from removed rails in shower.
• Floor – vinyl to main area and tiles to shower
recess and toilet area – sound – over suspended
concrete floor slab.
• Windows – louvres with security screening.
• Toilet – recent upgrade (evidence of former large
cistern)
• Lighting – oyster ceiling and wall strip fluoro.
• Accessories – pitted chrome and plastic. Recent
vanity unit (some corrosion). White mirrored
cabinet – fair. Wall mirror – silvering failing.

Garage/study landing
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A? C? Raised hardwood TG platform at level of Breezeway.
Timber flooring – sound
Walls and ceiling AC
Doors – see Study and WC2
Steps down to Study and Garage
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Recommended action

Maintain. Further investigation to determine
if Büsst era.

February 2018

Priority
M/L

L
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

WC 2

C

Red, white and blue USA theme to WC fitout from
Retain and maintain as a record of Mrs
Tode era. Blue plastic accessories, floor tiles on timber. Tode’s renovations.
Wall (behind tiles) and ceiling AC, painted. Sliding
door.

Priority
L

Sound condition

Living/Dressing
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B

Upper level dressing and private living space for Mrs
Tode. Hardwood TG floors, AC butt-jointed wall and
ceiling linings, aluminium casement windows (see
windows above), built-in wardrobe – similar to
Studio/Bed 2. Louvred door similar to Study door
below.
• Rusted nail fixings
• Evidence of leaking window corners
• Damage to window trims (architraves and
jambs/sills)
• Window pelmets – fluoro lights above as source of
light for room – W not working.
• Heavily pitted chrome door knob to louvre door
and latch seized.
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Make good deteriorated window trims and
repair lighting.
Retain and maintain as caretaker’s
residence

February 2018

M
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Image and element

S

Condition

Recommended action

En Suite 2

B

Mrs. Tode private bathroom with matching wall and
floor tiles and almond yellow bath and toilet (new
cistern and seat). Gold plated and acrylic tapware and
accessories. Recent vanity as elsewhere. Sliding
aluminium window with screen as elsewhere.
• Plugs in tiles from former fixings
• Bath – rust stains?
• Door lever set – pitted as elsewhere

Repair as required. Consider minimal
impact upgrades as more functional
bathroom for caretakers particularly a
shower screen or curtain to reduce risk of
potential for water damage to floor framing
and lower level.

Bedroom 3

B

Mrs. Tode’s bedroom – hardwood TG floor, butt-jointed
AC walls and ceiling with scotia cornice, quad corner
trims. Aluminium casements as elsewhere on upper
level.
• Poor lighting from single window pelmet light as
light source for room
• Decay to corners of window surrounds

Add extra lighting to supplement existing
pelmet light
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Refer “Windows” above for repairs to
casement surrounds.
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Priority
M

M/L
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7.2 Condition site notes – Interior
Following are the details recorded on site of the interiors in August 2017 of the interior spaces of the Ninney Rise house.
These have been summarised in the body of the report. A full set of photos have been provided with this report on a
separate DVD for archival purposes.

Table 6. Site notes - interior condition
Floor

Walls

Doors and windows

Ceiling

Furniture and fittings

Tongue and groove
hardwood – some
wear. Hole drilled in
floor (redundant,
removed wiring?)

Acrylic paint finish sound but
non- original. One hairline
crack east of large south
window.

Chrome door (lever) and
window hardware (catches,
cabin hooks and barrel
bolts) generally pitted
internally. External
hardware more heavily
pitted

Bamboo ceiling –
generally sound –
with central
decorative “rose”.

None except for Büsst selfportrait and information
board

1 LIVING
Condition

Concrete door
thresholds with
remnants of dark
red-brown paint

Evidence in paint ridges of
original bookshelves in
photos (use to determine
height if reconstructed)
Skirtings – 2 rows of
bamboo. Loose at corner to
Hall and missing to south
side of eastern doorway.
Clear finish peeling to east
wall towards south. Cut on N
wall for GPO
Brick vents – East and West
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East door – cabin hooks
missing from wall but eyes
intact on doors
East window- barrel bolt
corroded (inoperable).
Keeper missing to catch.
Bamboo sill replaced?? screw fixed
South window – nonoriginal catch (automatic
rather than rotating).
Peeling clear finish to sill
bamboo

February 2018

Some chalking of
clear finish (or
unsealed bamboo
from more recent
repairs?)
Some nails missing
and some replaced
with screw fixings
Pull switch
(replacement of
original??) very loose

Modern powerpoints, plate
covers and phone points.
Plugged??
Some redundant switches
and plates.
Fixing/light fitting over
south window.
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Floor
Changes

Walls

Doors and windows

Ceiling

Furniture and fittings

Skirting cut on N wall for
GPO

Amplimesh (black) screen
doors in and fixed panels
added to doors and
windows.

New ceiling fan in
centre of room. No
ceiling fan in early
photos

Early photos showed a
bamboo clad book shelf
across the north wall and
sofa, arm chairs and coffee
table in front of the southfacing picture window

East door- non-original
square barrel bolts (pitted
but sound). Hinges nonoriginal. No bamboo
architrave – removed??

Bamboo trim to entry door
reveal to west missing
(removed for screens?)
South window – evidence
of removed bamboo from
side light jamb. TV aerial
cable through sill
2 HALL
Condition

Tongue and groove
hardwood – some
drilled holes and
putty repairs to
gaps.
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Sound – recent acrylic paint
as elsewhere.

Doors – refer to rooms for
individual notes.

Skirting – Loose between
Bed 1 and Dining doorways.
Nails rusted but sound
elsewhere.

Window – pitted chrome
hardware. Window catch
missing but keeper intact.
Corroded barrel bolt.
Security screen seized and
thumb pulls rusted. Rust
and damage to base of
architrave and sill.
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February 2018

Bamboo ceiling –
generally sound –
with decorative
“roses” (2 no.)
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Floor
Changes

Walls

Doors and windows

Ceiling

Furniture and fittings

One doorway to Dining
infilled as part of Tode
renovations.

Introduced security screen
to window.

Non-original oyster
lights in centre of
ceiling roses (early
photos show
pendants).

Cupboard added at kitchen
end of hall, opening onto
hall

High, clear glass louvres in
steel gallery – Original or
introduced by Mrs Tode?

Smoke detector
added
3 SIDE HALL
Condition

Tongue and groove
hardwood generally
sound. Gap near
bathroom door.

Walls generally sound.
Recent paint as elsewhere
Skirting – sound

Slatted door to Studio –
Silky oak louvred door with
bamboo cladding. Some
bamboo has delaminated.
Some broken or missing.
Corrosion to lower two
hinges. Door sagging – lock
doesn’t align.
Bedroom door – flush door
with lever set as elsewhere.
New hinges. Cabin hook
and eye intact. Architrave
bamboo to hall broken.
Doorway to bathroom
undecorated – hard render
reveals.

Changes

Aluminium floor trim
to edge of vinyl in
doorway to
bathroom.

Door to main Hall removed.

4 Bedroom 2
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February 2018

Bamboo.in sound
condition. No ceiling
rose.
One nail falling out.
Some chalking of
clear finish (or
unsealed
replacement
bamboo). Cornice some gaps to walls.
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Condition

Floor

Walls

Doors and windows

Ceiling

Furniture and fittings

T&G hardwood,
generally sound.

Wall generally sound,
painted as elsewhere.
Repairs in wall evident from
former high airconditioning
unit (removed). Brick vent to
south

Door – See Hall. Cabin
hook in wall.

Bamboo with central
decorative rose (no
hole evident from
past light fittings).
Good condition.

Wall light location early (no
ceiling penetrations) but
modern oyster fitting.

Drill holes and
plugs along north
wall

Skirting – bamboo.

Window – friction stays and
handles intact and
functioning with minor
corrosion. Architraves good
condition with some nail
heads corroded.
Window pelmet – bamboo
clad as elsewhere. Needs
cleaning (painting smears).
Curtain rail brackets intact.

Built-in robe – new opening
in original wall. Skirting cut to
form opening.

Changes

Book shelving – freestanding

Window barrel bolts square
– replaced?

Plastic oyster lights to west
(fallen off base) and south
wall.

Security/insect screens to
window

High GPO from removed
aircon unit.
Various picture hooks
Phone and GPO sockets
and two cover plates
(covering original switch or
GPO locations?)

5 STUDIO
Condition

Tongue and groove
hardwood –
generally sound.
One split in
floorboards
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Walls rendered with recent
paint as elsewhere. Brick
vents to north, south and
west. Bamboo gable at top of
east wall.
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External door- sound.
Weather-strip removed at
base. Pitted hardware.
Architrave – double
bamboo.

February 2018

Raking bamboo
ceiling – sound.
Some damage from
ceiling fan
installation.

Light switch low on west
side of south window,
beneath wall light (nonoriginal but possibly in
original location)
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Floor

Walls

Doors and windows

Ceiling

Gap at skirting
under west window
and to north
between doors.

Hairline crack above right
corner of door head to
bathroom.

Window south – all
hardware intact. Awning
outside. Bamboo pelmet
with modern curtain rail.
Some cosmetic damage to
sill. Rusted nail heads need
treating. Window screen
lock very loose.

Moth/silverfish eaten
tapa cloth over
skylight opening –
falling.

Damage to render in lower
left corner of external door
Skirting – single bamboo.
Section missing from end of
wardrobe return to door.
Section fallen off beside robe
(lying beside it). Section
missing from S wall in E
corner

Window west – hardware
generally intact and stays
oiled. Barrel bolt missing
knob. Sill some surface
damage and blistering of
clear finish up sides of
architraves. Bamboo
pelmet modern curtain rail.

Introduced doorway in north
wall to bathroom addition

Changes

Furniture and fittings

South-facing skylight
infilled

Evidence of former wallmounted aircon unit on north
wall– repaired render and
high GPO.

Introduced built-in
wardrobe doors.
Non-original power points
and switch plates, exposed
conduit, ceiling remote.
Wall light over bathroom
door.

Introduced built in robe
between studio and Bed 2.
Rusted nails fixing AC sheet.
6 BATHROOM 2 – Addition
Condition
– all nonoriginal
(Tode era)

Vinyl to main area
Tiles to shower
recess and toilet
area
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Rendered brick walls and
shower partition.
Newer tiles?
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Door – fair. Hardware
matching elsewhere and of
similar condition.

February 2018

Asbestos sheet – low
ceiling – with scotia
cornice

Oyster light and strip fluoro
on wall
Toilet – recent – evidence
of earlier large cistern
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Floor

Walls

Doors and windows

Elevated concrete
slab under

Holes in tiles from removed
rails in shower

Louvre windows –
screened and Amplimesh

Ceiling

Furniture and fittings
Corroded grab rails to toilet
recess
Plastic accessories (towel
rails, toilet roll holder, toilet
shelf, soap shelf)
Recent vanity unit
White mirrored cabinet fair
Wall mirror – heavily
corroded

7 WC and lobby
Condition

Vinyl sheet on
concrete

Rendered masonry. Brick
vent to cavity.
Pink skirting tiles to toilet
(uncertain vintage)
No skirting to Lobby Timber
shelf (painted) – early?

Changes

Smaller lever set with key
Doesn’t latch shut properly.
Lightly pitted chrome

Raking vj ceiling,
painted.

Light switch in lobby to
toilet not working

Louvre window (Naco).
Louvre blades don’t move
(seized or fixed?) – obscure
glass, security/insect
screening

Vinyl non-original

Modern oyster light on
ceiling
Modern dual flush toilet
Grab rails – pitted chrome

8 Bathroom
Condition

Vinyl sheet on
concrete
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Walls rendered brick with
vents to east (high and low).
Pink skirting tile as in toilet
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Door – fallen off hinges –
Rusted fixings and
damaged timber. Lambs

February 2018

Raking vj ceiling,
painted.

Bath, enamelled steel –
possibly original. Rust
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Floor

Walls

Doors and windows

Ceiling

Furniture and fittings

Shower tiled floor
(original?)

and wall tiles with occasional
feature tile.

tongue profile architrave
levered off by door falling
off.

Moisture swelled
boards over shower.

damage to leading edge.
Original taps?

Moisture damage to base of
brick shower partition

Towel rails – early/original?
Two types

Brick vents in base and top
of east wall into cavity

Early hinged shaving
cabinet beside window?
Corroded interior.
Early/original GPO inside.

.

Dressing table unit (Tode
or original?) – door
missing, all painted wall
paint, laminate benchtop
as elsewhere.
Changes

Vinyl non-original

Current wall tiles appear laid
over earlier tiles.

Window - 1 hook missing
above window (former
curtain) and cleat rusted to
architrave

Modern vanity packed up
underneath to meet earlier
wall tile splashback
Fluoro light over dressing
table mirror
Oyster light

9 Laundry
Condition

Vinyl on concrete.
Floor waste in front
of cabinet

Rendered brickwork with
paint as elsewhere.

Door – missing. Splayed
architrave (MDF??)

AC panel to back of hall
shelving. Originally intended
as a window or just
shelving??

Window – casement. Same
catches as elsewhere with
all intact. Obscure glass
cracked in south pane.
Screen lock seized. Water
damage to bottom of
architrave (swollen MDF).

Splashback panel to rear of
laundry tubs – Asbestos
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February 2018

VJ painted.

L-shaped built-ins
(original? Early?) with
ventilated laundry hamper
under bench hatch.
Painted same as walls.
Laminate benchtop
(sparkly) as elsewhere.
Worn paint to internal
shelves and rear wall
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Floor

Changes

Walls

Doors and windows

cement? Not identified in
Asbestos register

Water marks below sill and
damage to architrave
suggest rain ingress.

(earlier colour). Knobs
similar to Kitchen but white.

Window – security/insect
screen

Modern laundry cabinet
(south wall)

Vinyl non-original
(suggest in future
checking under for
earlier finish –
vinyl? Coloured
concrete?)

Ceiling

Furniture and fittings

Separate electrical earth to
GPO? On south wall

80’s ceiling light (not
working)
Modern GPOs, light switch.
Electric hot water unit.

10 En suite/Dressing to Bed 1
Condition

Vinyl over timber
Holes in timber
floor (ventilation?)

Generally sound, rendered
brick with paint as elsewhere.
Sand yellow colour of early
finish inside wardrobe and
behind sliding door.

Sliding door – flush panel
with bamboo-clad pelmet
over. Heavily corroded
track.
Loose bamboo architrave
at base of east side.
Casement windows with
bamboo architraves. Catch
missing from sill. Barrel bolt
top and bottom. Bottom
into shallow dent rather
than keeper. Offset handles
pitted chrome. Friction
stays heavily corroded but
functioning. Top right stay
appears to be a more
recent replacement.

Bamboo, generally
sound. Some lifting
of clear finish but not
peeling (or replace,
unsealed bamboo).
Fillet of bamboo
missing in NW
corner.
Some surface
corrosion to nails.
Pair of drill holes to
west end of ceiling.
Replacement
bamboo, or poorly
sealed (remnants of
lacquer?) with screw
fixings beside.
Ceiling access hatch.
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Central fluoro light – nonoriginal
Corroded curtain rail
brackets (rod missing)
Wardrobes (original?)
plywood construction.
Timber dowel hanging rail
on ply hangers. Ball
catches heavily corroded.
Drawers tight. Rust to nails
in gable ends. Dished
timber knobs
Metal mirrored cabinet –
early or recent – heavily
corroded
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Floor

Walls

Doors and windows

Ceiling

Furniture and fittings
Wall light (orange) – early
but more likely Tode?
Pitted paintwork

Changes

Window – Security/insect
screen.

Vinyl flooring as
part of En suite
fitout – cut around
cabinetry. Some
lifting beside bath.

Painting of robes (probably
stained ply previously)
Light and pull switch inside
wardrobe.
Modern vanity (corroded
handles and runners)

Brass door strip.

Bathroom accessories –
smokey brown plastic
Bath and tapware corroded
Toilet with timber grab rails
either side.
11 Bedroom 1
Condition

T&G hardwood,
generally sound.
Some holes from
former power (north
wall). Drill hole to
south wall.

Sound condition, painted
same as elsewhere. Render
and paint surfaces suggest
former wall light fittings and
chased conduit (to round
marking N wall).
Shadow of shelf box? On
wall on E half of N wall.
Skirting – bamboo with some
gaps behind to south wall
(east of Dressing door)
Bamboo architraves to both
doors.
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Door to hall – flush panel
with original lever. Pitted
chrome. Heavily corroded
hinges (2). Bamboo
architraves.
Window – 3 no. 2-pane
casements. Corroded
barrel bolts at top and no
striker plates. Catches at
sill but missing 2 no.
keepers. Friction stays
heavily corroded but
functional. Some moisture
damage to sill and jamb
architraves (peeling clear

February 2018

Bamboo with central
rose pattern. Good
condition.

2 pull cords (SW and SE
corners – operating ??
No wall lights but evidence
of former fixing plates
suggest wall lights on north
wall and possibly south
wall between door and
window.
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Floor

Walls

Doors and windows

Ceiling

Furniture and fittings

finish). Water ingress
marks below sill. Hooks to
sides.
Bamboo pelmet – no
curtain rail but rusted
hooks. Pale blue paint in
pelmet recess (slightly
green?)
Changes

Picture hooks?
Adhesive picture hook over
door

Security/insect screens to
window

Ceiling fan and fan
controller on wall. Modern
light switches
Smoke detector
Fluoro light on west wall
with wiring clipped to wall.
Numerous power points
and cover plates. Some
redundant

12 Dining
Condition

Concrete threshold
to external door.

Door (external) – no
bamboo trim to inside but to
jamb. Square barrel bolt at
base and top heavily
corroded. Bamboo jamb
checked out for deadlock
and lever handle (early?).
Bamboo head damaged in
left corner.

Introduced
aluminium trim to

Hardware functioning but
corroded/pitted.

T&G hardwood
floor as elsewhere.
Drilled hole in SE
corner.
Evidence of former
GPO (hole in floor)
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Rendered brickwork with
painted finish as elsewhere.
Brick vent above window.
Skirting – single bamboo.
Missing to external door
jambs.
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February 2018

Bamboo and cornice
– some large gaps
and one loose piece.
Some screw repairs
(possibly fixing
replacement
bamboo?). Oxidized
flat head nails.
Central ceiling rose
with non-original light
fitting.
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Floor

Walls

door threshold to
kitchen.

Doors and windows

Ceiling

Doorway (hall) – modified
(see changes below).
Evidence at floor that was
doorway opening without
door (bamboo removed in
centre of opening (see
photo DSC_2550 in photo
DVD)

Some bamboo clear
finish weathered (or
later repair not
finished with same
product)

Furniture and fittings

Window – surface pitting to
handles. Catches (turn) no
keepers. Barrel bolt at top.
Friction stays weathered.
Architraves bamboo.
Changes

Crude repair to wall render
beneath modern GPO on
north wall (west of door).
Infilled doorway to hall.

Insect/security screen to
window and external door.
Doorway to hall – Tode era
concertina door – added
silky oak head, timber
jambs and white concertina
door profiles. Channel
damaged at south side of
doorway. Bamboo
architrave modified.
Doorway to hall (infilled) –
Tode era
External door – non-original
weather strip at base of
door (on inside).
New doorway and swing
door directly from Kitchen
(Tode) – rendered opening,
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Oyster light, smoke
detector, redundant phone
and switchboard. Blank
cover plates to S and N
walls.
Loose furniture (Margaret
Thorsborne bookshelves)
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Floor

Walls

Doors and windows

Ceiling

Furniture and fittings

VJ – painted with
timber scotia cornice.

Kitchen cabinets and
overhead cupboards
(uncertain era). Tray
cupboard under. Wall
render forms back of
cupboard rather than ply.
Coloured knobs to under
bench cupboards. Green to
west of doorway and north
side,

no bamboo. Heavily rusted
hinges.
13 Kitchen
Condition

Vinyl on hardwood
in main kitchen
area.
Hardwood T&G to
hall section.

Rendered brick with recent
paintwork as elsewhere.
Brick vent to E. Introduced
doorway to Dining.
Remnants of soft pink paint
under dabbed white paint to
south wall. Off white finish to
brick render under hallway
cabinet.

Door to breezeway –
bamboo architrave to
recess (single). Door leaf
missing (hinged on west
side).
Door and side lights
(external) – door introduce
into early window opening.
See below

Skirting – none.

Bamboo to Hall.

Redundant tap under east
cabinet. Rusted magnetic
catches.

Bamboo architraves to door
to Breezeway and Exterior.

Early sink and taps (Tode
or earlier). Modern
plumbing under. Modern
gas stove.

Timber (?) Lambs-tongue (?)
profile architrave to opening
to Breezeway and eastern
window. Water damage to
underside of architrave
immediately behind kitchen
taps.

Curved front cupboard
(also in Breezeway) likely
to be original. Different
knob from main kitchen
cabinetry. Cabin hook to
close.
Bamboo-trimmed open
shelves recessed in
Laundry wall. Cabinet and
bench below appear
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Floor

Walls

Doors and windows

Ceiling

Furniture and fittings
incongruous with design.
Green knobs.
Redundant electrical fitting
above fridge.
Early (redundant) “Federal”
switch for former electric
oven?

Changes

Window opening (bamboo
trimmed) changed to opening
to Breezeway.

Door external – introduced
by Tode? AC panel above
head of door. Profiled
architraves, not bamboo.

Wall exhaust grill high on N
wall – Austral fan.
Modern oyster light.
Strip fluoro over opening to
Breezeway

14 Breezeway/ Store Room
Condition

Vinyl-covered
concrete??

Rough render finish, painted
as elsewhere. Some
bubbling of paint to rough
render (N and S).
E wall – not originally built
but possibly added before
end of build
W – render drummy at base
of wall to Laundry
(moisture?)
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Door (W) – 3-lite glazed
timber door. More recent
Lockwood lock (stiff),
heavily corroded lever
handle. Bamboo architrave
– hole in top of architrave
for obsolete wiring.
Door (Laundry) – missing.
Bamboo architrave.
Door (E) – 3 lite glazed
timber door with corroded
handle, Lockwood lock
(heavily corroded keeper),
deadlock and weather-strip.
Sidelights – barrel bolts,
handles, catches and stays
all sound and intact.

February 2018

Raking bamboo
ceiling. Cornice
bamboo falling down
to E wall and E end
of S wall. Hip trim to
NW corner falling
down.

N sliding cupboards – not
used. Ply backs. Lower ply
heavily rippled from
moisture.
Büsst cupboard with
curved front same as in
Kitchen.
Cupboards to S wall (to
Kitchen) – interior fine
sawdust suggesting
borers?
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Floor

Walls

Doors and windows

Ceiling

Furniture and fittings

Bamboo trim to windows
and door.
Opening (former/intended
window) to Kitchen –
bamboo trim but laminated
sill.
Changes

Central fluoro light – not
firing.

Screen doors added to E
(including sidelights) and W
doors.

15 Study
Condition

Hardwood T&G
Hardwood steps
down.

Changes

Walls rendered brick with
paint finish as elsewhere.

Sliding louvre door –
sheeted on Garage side

AC, butt-jointed, with
timber scotia

AC vertical plumbing duct
beside steps (Tode era).
Screwed on access panel
identified in asbestos report
as AC also.

Windows – recent
aluminium sliders replacing
original casements similar
to elsewhere.

80’s orange ceiling light
Modern light switch, smoke
detector.

16 Landing (introduced by Tode as transition to new upper floor)
Condition
TG Hardwood
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Safe

Splayed skirting. No
architraves to windows.
Narrow architrave to door.

Piers added for Tode upper
floor

Changes

GPOs (non-original type)

AC to WC, sound.
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Sliding doors to Study and
WC (see rooms)

February 2018

Low, butt-jointed AC
ceiling
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Floor

Walls

Doors and windows

Ceiling

Furniture and fittings

Tiles – white square with redstriped tile band

Door – sliding (cavity??)

Low ceiling with
timber scotia.

80s (?) navy blue plastic
accessories (shelf/towel
rail, toothbrush holder,
mirrored cabinet, toilet roll
holder).

17 Study WC
Condition
Changes
(Tode era)

Tiled mottled blue,
stretcher bond with
small white tiles
and doorway on
timber floor

Modern dual flush toilet
(recent)
Porcelain basin with simple
chrome taps and exposed
PVC waste.
Light switch, GPO, wall
strip fluoro. Ventilated
ceiling light.
18 Garage
Condition

Original? Slab –
broomed finish

Changes
(Tode era)

Rendered brick

Rendered columns to
support upper floor

AC with scotia trim

Central staircase
Roller door

AC wall to WC with skirting at
base.

Pull cord not working
(replaced by wall switch?)
Central oyster

19 Dressing/Living (Tode era)
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Condition

Floor

Walls

Doors and windows

Ceiling

Furniture and fittings

T&G hardwood –
sound condition

AC – rusting nail heads near
windows.

Windows – aluminium
casements with splayed
pelmet (fluoro lights
behind). Architraves –
same as kitchen and
laundry and with water
ingress/damage in bottom
corner of W window.

Butt-jointed AC with
scotia trim

Timber stair and railings

Skirting – splayed

Built-in robe at E wall.
Upper doors missing.
Light not working in pelmet
of W window.

Door – louvred. Heavily
pitted chrome knob and
latch seized.
20 En suite (Tode era)
Condition

Tiles on timber

Tiles to approx. 1700 high.
Plugs from former fixings to
W wall.

Window - siding aluminium
with screen

Fluoro wall light.

Door – flush panel with
hardware as elsewhere.

AC with scotia trim.

Almond yellow bath and
matching toilet (new cistern
and seat), gold and plastic
taps, smokey brown
accessories.
Modern vanity

21 Bed 3 (Tode era)
Condition

T&G hardwood –
sound condition

AC – butt-jointed. Quad trim
in corners. Skirting.
Rusted nail heads below
windows

Windows – aluminium
casements. Moisture,
critters in corners. Leaf litter
between screen and sill
profile of window.
E window sill MDF?
Exploded also corners of
jambs to S window.
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7.3 Summary of building changes to 2017
History of changes:
Based on recently provided Büsst-era photographs (Virginia Edlington Collection) and the
CMP prepared by Michael Gunn and Brouwer, Emma Scragg Architect has prepared the
following summary of changes to Ninney Rise.

Construction chronology
Visible in early photographs:
BÜSST ERA
•

Brickwork walls, white painted doors and windows, red roof.

•

Bamboo linings to verandahs

•

Roof colour changed several times. Lighter coloured roof (in 1964 dated aerial
photo) and awning added (NW) – see table below for changes to roof colour.
Asbestos gutters

•

Timber-framed awning to garage (E) built (no longer there).

•

Breezeway enclosed (NE P0173) during early part of construction

•

Whitewashed walls. Chinaman’s hat lights to verandahs, furniture, posts on concrete
plinths.

TODE ERA
•

Upper level to garage

•

Airconditioning

•

Verandah infill on NE

•

Tiling to verandah and steps

•

Tiled roof with squareline gutters

•

Awnings added

•

Bathroom 2

•

Upgrades to bathrooms?

•

En Suite

•

Painting inside and out

•

New pendant lights in hall and spotlights to south verandah edge (to pool) and wall
light over south verandah window

•

Swimming pool

•

Services – added beneath south window and inside

•

Big pole in front of Bathroom 2 – flag pole?

Colour Schemes
Following is a selection of external photographs chronicling the evolution of the building and
its colour schemes. These are summarised in the following table.
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Table 7. Summary of colour schemes
Element

Early photos – prerendering

Completion whitewashed

Mrs Tode era

Now

Roof

Red then silver
(1964 aerial photo
and other undated
photos)

Silver (though may
be darker or just
aged gal?)

Brown tiles

Colorbond colour not
determined on
site

Dark blue - Painted
asbestos

Softer/faded grey
blue

Beige
squareline and
squared
downpipes

Mist Green?
Colorbond
Squareline

Gutter

Then painted blue.

Soon after, before
rendering of
brickwork:
Mid grey – with
silver roof
Fascias

White

Garage
awning (E)

White frame and
battens (added
around same time
as Breezeway
enclosed)

Soffit
(timber)
lining to
Studio and
wet areas

No photos

No photos

No photos

Pink as
elsewhere.

Verandah
eaves and
ceiling

Unlined

Bamboo

Bamboo

Bamboo

Verandah
beams

Painted white/light

Bamboo to
underside and
inside face

No bamboo to
underside of
beams.

White underside.
Outside appears
to be white with
yellowed clear
over.

Verandah
posts

Dark blue on raised
concrete plinths

Light colour

Unpainted original
posts and new
galvanised posts

Concrete
verandahs

Natural concrete

Ochre/red
concrete

Crazy pave tiles

Crazy pave tiles

Concrete
steps

Natural concrete

Natural concrete

Crazy pave tiles

Crazy pave tiles

White limewash

Beige

Pinky beige
acrylic

Walls
external
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Windows
and doors

White

Dark blue

Windows
and doors
inside

White

White

Window
dressings

-

Soft white curtains
to southern
doorway (Living)
under pelmet

Courtyard
gate

-

Dark blue

Living room

Soft green/blue (no
wall light)

Soft ochre like in
En Suite (wall light
added and newer
radio and Büsst
chairs) Photo 89
shows unpainted
brick outside hall
window so
perhaps earlier
than green/blue?

Hallway

?

?

Purply pink door
and window
frames.

Pink as
elsewhere

Pink as
elsewhere

Mid tone grey?

Pink as
elsewhere
Soft green
everywhere

White

Soft green
everywhere

Table 8. Exterior colour schemes:
A – red roof, blue gutters, bare brick No front
doors yet?
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B – Dark blue gutter and posts, white fascia
and windows and doors, bare concrete slab
and steps. Unpainted brick.

C – Dark gutter, light roof, white windows and
doors, hedge to courtyard
Aerial photo dated 1964 shows light roof:

D – Mid grey gutter, white(?) fascia, dark blue
posts, ochre slab, white windows and doors.
Brick unpainted.

E – Dark gutter, mid-tone roof, dark windows
and doors and courtyard wall. Walls
whitewashed.
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F – Mrs Tode era:
Brown tiled roof, lighter beige gutters, beige
brickwork, mid-tone timber window frames
(purply pink).
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Table 9. Interior colour schemes:
Living earliest scheme (before wall light
installed). Soft blue/green walls, seagrass
matting to floor.

Living – sand colour with white windows and
doors (wall light added). Sheer curtains to E
and W doorways (no photos of E window) in
bamboo pelmets. Pelmet and curtain added in
later photo to S window
Note: verandah beam not clad in bamboo to E
but is to W and S with this colour scheme)
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Dining (Ninney Rise or Bedarra Island?) – soft
grey?

Note: Ninney Rise if transparency scanned
back to front (some were) - viewed through
opening from Kitchen

Mrs Tode era
Hallway
Painted or limewashed white walls.
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7.4 Engineer's Report – ICE International Engineers
Following is the report and recommendations from ICE International following the site visit on 16 th
August 2017. Photos referred to are provided on a separate DVD.

iCE

international

Ref:15028
6/10/17

Emma Scragg Architect
62 Agnes Street
Auchenflower 4066
QLD

E: mail@emmascragg.com

RE: STRUCTURAL REPORT FOR NINNEY RISE
#405 ALEXANDER DR ESPLANADE, BINGLE BAY, NTH QUEENSLAND

Dear Emma,

At your request we carried out an inspection to the above property on 16/8/17. The aim of our
inspection was to note any major structural defects in the buildings at the above address.

Enclosed in this report are a number of photographs we took while on the site with you. We will refer
to these photographs in the text of this report. They are numbered DSC 0012 – DSC 2685 and IMG
9009 -IMG 9017.
1. DSC 0012 – 17 are of the ceiling space when viewed through the man hole in the bath room
to bedroom 1 at the SE end of the building. These photographs show a conventionally
pitched roof with joists, collar ties, purlin props and hanging beams. There was no obvious
damage to the timber sections able to be viewed. There were no visible tie downs to the roof
structure. The roof members were nailed and not screwed, as was typical of buildings of this
vintage.
The pitch of the roof was approximately 20 degrees to the horizontal.
Insulation with bitumen building paper to the underside of the roof insulation has been
placed to the underside of the roof and on the ceiling. This insulation and building paper
showed signs of deterioration.
2. Photos DSC 0018 & 0023 show Bedroom 1 and kitchen at the North Eastern side. The
internal room has ceilings which are constructed from Bamboo and the kitchen ceiling is
timber panelling.
The bamboo ceilings occur throughout the house and are in reasonable condition, however
some repairs may have to be made where deterioration is obvious.
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3. Photos DSC 0028-0033 are of the 2-story section to the Northern end of the building Bedroom 5 and bathroom, passage way and stairs. This section is conventional construction
and appears to be in reasonable condition.
4. DSC 0035 - Servery
5. DSC 0036 - Verandah to eastern face of the building.
6. DSC 0037 – 0045 - Edges and underside of the verandah to the eastern face.
7. DSC 0047 - NE corner of the above verandah.
8. DSC 0048- Stairs from the East to Eastern verandah.
9. DSC 0049, 0050 - Eastern verandah.
10. DSC 0051 - Ceiling of the Eastern verandah.
11. DSC 0052-0054 - Two storey section on the Northern end of the building
12. DSC 0055 - Tiles on the Eastern verandah.
13. DSC 0056 - Shows damage to the bamboo ceiling in one area.
14. DSC 2685 - Shows deterioration of the concrete verandah slab from the rusting of
reinforcing.
15. IMG 9009 -9012- Shows roof which appears to have been replaced after cyclone Larry or
Yasi.
Roofing appears to be new colorbond custom orb with cyclone washer assemblies
throughout.
16. IMG 9013- Bracket for support beam to verandah.
17. IMG 9014- Northern 2 storey section eave.
18. IMG 9015 - NE corner Eastern verandah.
19. IMG 9016 & 9017 - Under southern ground floor timber joists and bearers.
20. The Western stair with the large visible crack is probably a shrinkage crack that has led to
reinforcing rust in the slab. There appears to be no step in the top of the treads, so it would
appear that the slab has not settled.
21. The crack in the underside of the verandah slab and the stair crack could be treated as per
"observations of the structure". I think a drip line may not really achieve anything as the
rusting is due mainly to air laden moisture.
22. The crack in the top ring beam could be treated in the same way as could the spalling
brickwork. As you have indicated, the concrete mortar joints are stronger than the bricks.
The only other way is to replace the bricks that are spalling.
23. Re-pointing with lime mortar is a mammoth job and it would be better to replace the odd
spalling brick.
24. As indicated there is obvious cracking to the under-side of the slab due to reinforcing not
having sufficient cover when the slabs were poured.
OBSERVATIONS OF STRUCTURE
The main areas of deterioration of the structure appear to be on the Western, Southern and Eastern
verandah concrete slabs. This is due mainly to rusting of slab reinforcing. This rusting has resulted in
spalling of the underside of the concrete slabs. This rusting of reinforcing may have been due to
insufficient cover to the reinforcing when the slabs were poured.

The rusting and spalling could possibly be delayed by the use of water-based epoxy injected into the
cracks then coating the underside of the slabs with water-based epoxy and an acrylic based top
coat. It may be possible to spray these coats as it is over head. Any spalling concrete can be
removed and the exposed reinforcing painted with phosphoric acid and then irrigated and thoroughly
dried before re-rendering using water-based epoxy and subsequent top coats.
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This technique for treatment of the slabs and reinforcing will tend to delay further degradation of the
reinforcing and the slab. It will not however fully prevent further degradation. The verandah slabs
may have to be replaced eventually.
The following technique as described in ‘Concrete Technology & Practice’ – written by W.H.Taylor;
pg. 306-307, could be useful as a reference for sealing cracks:
‘(b) Sealing of Cracks
Small cracks are primed with acetone and sealed with an injection of low-viscosity epoxy resin and
hardener. A cake-icing gun or hypodermic syringe with an 18-guage needle, or caulking gun with a
disposable plastic cylinder and nozzle may be used. Large cracks are primed with epoxy resin and
hardener (in the proportions of 3:1 by volume), and filled with a trowellable epoxy mixture or paste.
Deep fissures may be filled by pressure-grouting methods, using pressure nipples that are inset at 2ft to 4-ft intervals, a vented surface seal and a lever-operated grease-gun or a pneumatic extrusion
gun (50 to 110 lb/sq.in.). Sand, cement or pigment may be trowelled or brushed into the unhardened
resin. Movement fissures may be sealed with an elastomer, such as a silicone latex compound.’

Deterioration of bamboo and internal finishes should be subject to an ongoing maintenance program.

CONCLUSIONS

In general, the building appeared to be structurally sound apart from deterioration of reinforcing on
the verandahs.

What is not clear however is that the roofing appears to have been replaced after the two cyclonic
events: Larry and Yasi, but it appears as though the supporting structure roof beams, purlin props,
tie downs, etc. have not been upgraded at the same time that the roofing was replaced. This is most
unusual as the normal rules are if you replace more than 25% of the roofing that the substructure
has to be upgraded as well. If possible, further investigation into what was actually replaced/ repaired
after these Cyclones should take place.

Should you require any further information please contact us

Peter Lennox
RPEQ 1128
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7.5 Recommendations for Bamboo preparation
Steph Zannakis and Jaye Irving, building designers and members of the Boo Crew

Steph and Jaye have a long and extensive experience in bamboo construction and have
offered the following advice. They or other Boo Crew members could run a workshop on
bamboo construction with locals who were interested and might work on Ninney Rise.

Harvest 4-5 year old culms at the end of the dry season - especially if no treatment is to be
undertaken. The number of branchlets off the culm indicates the age, as does how much
lichen, the more the better. If doing immersion or vertical soak treatment, harvest also at the
end of the dry. Treatment is essential as within two years, bugs will tear the bamboo apart.

If doing transpiration style of treatment, harvest when new shoots and branches start up, just
after the dry.... apparently, bamboo has like a one-way moisture valve. Going down when in
the dry season, so as to put all sugars, starch, sap in the safest place, their roots and when
the growing season starts again, the sap flows up. Best to leave all the leaves on with this
method to draw up as much treatment as possible. Can do treatment in the bamboo grove
with a bucket, least effort of all - but less reliable.

For treatment I would recommend a 50:50 combination of boric acid and borax (or di-sodium
tetraborate - often harder to come across) at a 5% solution (by weight) for immersion and
vertical soak. I would recommend a higher concentration of around 10% for the transpiration
style as there is much less contact with the solution. The two different molecules of borax
apparently have a chemical reaction and bind within the bamboo's cells (according to the
Technological University of Periera, Columbia). Boric acid and copper sulphate is another
common solution, but less effective according to the same source and has the potential to
leach out.

Vertical soak is the most trustworthy treatment, as you have full contact inside the culm.
Immersion with the nodes knocked out, at best, has 50% contact and relies on the fibres in
the node to distribute to the upper half. Heating the treatment up to 60 degrees C reduces
treatment time to 6hrs otherwise at room temperature, treatment takes a minimum of a week.
Ideally before treatment, the bamboo is dried down to 40- 60% moisture content. If dried
below the 40% the boo cellular structure closes up. Roughly speaking this is a week in the
sun, with the culms being rotated a little twice a day to avoid sun burn and cracks. After
treatment the boo is best to air dry as slowly as possible in the shade, say at least 6 months.
Moisture metres from Italy are recommended, Chinese-made are hopelessly inaccurate again according to UTP.

On the finish side of things, oil finishes are the best for penetration. In fact, Penetrol is a
good additive, or simply used by itself. The silicate skin of boo is tricky to stick to. There is an
oil-based product out there that other Boo Crew members have used, but it only comes with
a tint (caramel and dark brown). Jaye also suggests a combination of tung oil and turps. Any
surface treatment will peel off, as evident at Ninney Rise.

Steph Zannakis 0415 178 352 - steph.zannakis@gmail.com
Jaye Irving, Barefoot Sustainable Design 0416 818 116 hey_its_me_j@yahoo.com
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7.6 Cassowary Coast Regional Council – Heritage Code and overlay
Ninney Rise is identified as a Local Heritage Place (LH #2) in the Cassowary Coast Regional
Council Heritage Overlay map below.

Figure 4 Heritage Overlay Map page 14 (CCRC)
Below is the relevant extract from the CCRC Planning Scheme 2015 indicating approvals
required for works to the site or building.
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The Cassowary Coast Regional Council Planning Scheme 2015 outlines requirements for
building works on Local Heritage Places. Compliance with this code, as outlined below, is
necessary to ensure preservation of the heritage significance of Ninney Rise.
8.2.8 Heritage code

8.2.8.1 Application
This code applies to assessing development where required in accordance with Table
5.10.1—Assessment benchmarks for assessable development and requirements for
accepted development to requirements for overlays.

When using this code, reference should be made to section 5.3.2 and, where applicable,
section 5.3.3 located in Part 5.

8.2.8.2 Purpose
(1)
The purpose of the heritage code is to ensure that development is compatible with
the cultural heritage significance of local heritage places and that the cultural heritage
significance of these places is maintained.
(2)

The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes:

(a)
preventing the demolition or removal of local heritage places, unless there is no
prudent and feasible alternative to the demolition or removal;
(b)

maintaining or encouraging the appropriate use of local heritage places;

(c)

redevelopment of a local heritage site retains its cultural heritage significance;
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(d)
the cultural heritage significance of a local heritage site is enhanced where
practicable through appropriate design;
(e)
ensuring development on a local heritage place is compatible with the cultural
heritage significance of the place.
(3)
To comply with the purpose and overall outcomes of this code, development must
comply with the applicable performance and/or acceptable outcomes as specified by the
relevant table/s of assessment.

8.2.8.3 Criteria for assessment
Part A—Criteria for assessable development

Table 8.2.8.3—Assessable development
Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

Compliance

Material change of use
PO1
A material change of use
involving a local heritage place
is
compatible
with
the
conservation and management
of
the
cultural
heritage
significance of the local
heritage place.

No
acceptable
prescribed.

outcome

No
acceptable
prescribed.

outcome

Reconfiguring a lot
PO2
Reconfiguring a lot does not:
(a) reduce public access to a
local heritage place; or
(b) obscure or destroy any
pattern
of
historic
subdivisions,
the
landscape settings or the
scale and consistency of
urban precincts relating to
the place.
Carrying out building work or operational work
PO3

AO3.1

Development conserves the
features and values of the local
heritage place that contribute
to
its
cultural
heritage
significance.

Development:
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Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

Compliance

(b) is minor and necessary to
maintain a significant use for
the place.
AO3.2
The development:
(a) incorporates buildings and
structures with a height not
10% greater or lesser than
adjacent buildings;
(b) is designed to be respectful
of, but not a replication of,
adjacent and surrounding
buildings;
(c) is setback from the front
boundary in keeping with the
existing streetscape or not
10% greater or lesser than
adjacent buildings;
(d) incorporates
external
materials and finishes which
are
the
same
or
complementary to adjacent
and surrounding buildings;
(e) incorporates colours that are
of the same period of
adjacent and surrounding
buildings.
PO4

AO4.1

Changes to a local heritage
place
are
appropriately
managed and documented.

Development is compatible with
a conservation management
plan prepared in accordance
with the Australia ICOMOS
Charter for Places of Cultural
Heritage Significance.
AO4.2
An archival quality photographic
record is made of the features of
the place that are destroyed or
removed because of the
development.

PO5
Development which involves
altering the external structure
of a local heritage place, where
the original façade and
decorative features have been
concealed,
restores
the
original façade or incorporates
new
design
features
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Performance outcomes
appropriate to the
period of the building.

Acceptable outcomes

Compliance

design

PO6

AO6.1

Excavating, filling or other
earthworks do not have a
detrimental
impact
on
archaeological sites.

The impact of excavating is
minor and limited to parts of the
local heritage place that have
been disturbed by previous
excavation.
AO6.2
An archaeological investigation
is carried out for development
involving high level of surface or
subsurface disturbance.

General
PO7

AO7.1

Development involving new
buildings or structures on or
within 40 metres of a local
heritage place must be
sympathetic to the cultural
heritage significance of the
surrounding streetscape and
buildings.

The development:
(a) incorporates buildings and
structures with a height not
10% greater or lesser than
adjacent buildings;
(b) is designed to be respectful
of, but not a replication of,
adjacent and surrounding
buildings;
(c) is setback from the front
boundary in keeping with the
existing streetscape or not
10% greater or lesser than
adjacent buildings;
(d) incorporates
external
materials and finishes which
are
the
same
or
complementary to adjacent
and surrounding buildings;
(e) incorporates colours that are
of the same period of
adjacent and surrounding
buildings.

PO8
Development does not impair
significant views of a local
heritage place.

No
acceptable
prescribed.

outcome

No
acceptable
prescribed.

outcome

Removal and demolition
PO9
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Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

Compliance

Development involving the
removal or demolition of a local
heritage place will not be
permitted unless:
(a) the building or structure is
structurally unsound and
repair would not be
feasible; or
(b) the
proposed
development provides for
an overriding public need
which cannot be located
on an alternative site.
PO10

AO10.1

Development involving the
removal or demolition of a local
heritage place includes a
memorial
in
the
redevelopment.

Where a local heritage place is
removed or demolished, a
plaque or interpretive sign is
located prominently on the site
to explain the site's cultural
heritage significance.

Advertising devices
PO11

AO11.1

Advertising devices attached to
or associated with a feature on
or within 40 metres of a local
heritage place do not diminish
the
cultural
heritage
significance of the building,
structure or streetscape.

Advertising devices:
(a) do not occupy more than
10% of the façade or 10m2,
whichever is the lesser;
(b) do not obscure important
cultural heritage features
such as original decorative
and written reliefs;
(c) incorporate
appropriate
period design features and
scale;
(d) are positioned appropriately
as an awning sign, underawning sign, side bracket
sign and or parapet sign.
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Performance outcomes
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7.7 Qld Heritage Register #602499 – extract of description
The Queensland Heritage Register entry for Ninney Rise and John Büsst Memorial requires
some amendments to the description section of the building. An extract from the description
with corrections is as follows:

Ninney Rise
….
(paragraph 3) The core of the house is T-shaped in plan and is aligned roughly north-south
with the long eastern side facing the ocean.
The original house is low-set with a core walls of load-bearing cavity brickwork- walls
supporting a with concrete ring beams to which the with a timber-framed roof, clad in metal
sheeting, is fixed. The hipped roof extends over the core to form the verandah roof, which is
supported by a concrete timber verandah plate beam on steel posts fixed to the suspended
concrete verandah floor slab. The verandah slab is supported at its edge by concrete
rendered brick piers. At each corner of the verandah a brick supporting walls extends
diagonally from the corner of the brick house foundations to the outside edge of the
verandah slab. Three sets of concrete steps lead from the verandah to the garden: two on
the front (eastern side) and one on the western side. Smaller concrete steps lead from the
Studio and Breezeway into the Western Courtyard. The verandah floor and stairs are
finished with non-original tiles introduced in by the second owner, Mrs Kate Tode, and
the verandah ceiling is lined with split bamboo.
The walls of the core are original house are of cavity brick, laid on edge in a stretcher bond
with a header brick every two or three bricks. The brick work pattern is a variation of the Rattrap or Chinese bond with the bricks laid on edge and laid with two stretcher bricks then one
header brick joining the two skins of the wall together making an approximately 50 millimetre
cavity. Lintels to windows and doors are precast concrete. The walls are painted on the
outside and rendered smooth on the inside. Many of the exterior window and door frames
are of painted timber but some have been replaced with aluminium frames and flyscreens all
have had security/insect screens added.
Midway along the western side of the core a single-storeyed, hipped-roofed wing joins at
right angles. This has a skillion extension on the northern side. At the northern end of the
core adjoining what was formerly (briefly before completion) the northern verandah
breezeway, there is a two-storeyed, hipped roof structure, consisting of a ground floor
former garage above which is a later addition.
The layout of the house comprises a living room at the southern end, shaded by verandah
on three sides, with glassed doors opening to the verandahs on the east and west and a
picture window to the south. A hallway extends north from the living room. Off this hall,
facing the sea is a bedroom with an ensuite bathroom, dining room, and kitchen. The dining
room and kitchen also have doors opening to the east (front) verandah. The former northern
verandah breezeway beyond the kitchen is now a breezeway and storage area, and a
laundry has been created on the west verandah near the northern corner.
The rear (west) wing is accessed via a short hall at right angles to the main hallway. Opening
off this secondary hall is a small bedroom to the south; a bathroom to the north; and a studio
or bedroom to the west. This studio/bedroom has an ensuite bathroom accommodated under
the skillion-roofed extension. The studio's main light comes from the south, natural light
through the original three windows (north, west and south) was originally
supplemented by a long skylight in the south-facing roof. From the secondary hall,
between the two bathrooms, there is access to a small porch landing and beyond this to a
brick-enclosed courtyard with an arched entry in the western wall.
With the exception of the kitchen, laundry and bathrooms, rooms have split bamboo ceilings
with ceiling lights and fans set in patterned cane or bamboo panels. Architraves and skirtings
are also of bamboo, as is the screen door into the studio. This use of split bamboo is a
particularly striking feature of the house. A long strip of what appears to be batik printed
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tapa cloth is set into the studio ceiling in the former skylight opening. The interior timberframed floor is lined generally with hardwood timber boards.
The northern two-storeyed section of the house consists of a large store room/office and
garage on the ground floor with a living area, bedroom and bathroom on the upper level,
accessed via an internal timber staircase. It is lined throughout with plasterboard asbestos
cement sheet.
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7.8 Architectural drawings - condition
▪

Main floor plan

▪

Roof and upper plan

▪

Main ceiling plan

▪

Subfloor/ground plan
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